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Nathan carries a lot of anxiety at
night when the machines are running so he knew that deploying the
Caron system was the only way
he could get a good night’s rest.
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I think, I hope, I pray we have turned the corner. On St. Patrick’s Day I
actually went to a friends sports bar in Seal Beach, CA. and sat inside while
listening to a band and enjoying a cold one and a corned beef sandwich. It
felt sooooo good to be back to semi-normal. I was also happy for my friend
as restaurants have been hit as hard as anyone this past year. The faster we
get back to normal the better it will be for everyone. And yes I understand
it has to be done in a smart and safe way.
This issue contains articles about people that have survived the pandemic
and are ready to get back at it full force. Our cover story is about Wolfram
Manufacturing in Texas that not only relies on products from Caron Engineering for their shop, they also sell it. I guess you could say they walk the
talk. The concept at Wolfram Manufacturing is one piece flow. They load
raw material and take out a finished part. Read all about them beginning on
page 22.
Another article deals with two companies that have been working together
for 21 years. That is a long time in this industry. VMP Inserts for Industry
has been using Henning Software for that long. While it is not a CAD/
CAM software the Valencia, CA shop relies on it for AR, AP as well as the
estimating, inventory control and shop management features. They do not
cut payroll checks from Visual Books, but you can.
A correctional high school in Oregon is giving youth a chance to be part
of the solution not the problem. Most kids are only there for a short time so
the thought is not to make them machinist but to teach them life skills and
how to think. They have a shop class that teaches Mastercam from CNC
Software and the hope is these kids will be able to use these skills and be
able to go to a community college or get a job.
DKW Precision is a northern California mostly family business shop that
relies on a big YCM and three Doosan machines they call the triplets to get
the job done. They are soon going to take the leap into 5 axis machining and
has found their niche with tight tolerance, high complexity parts machined
from exotic materials.
As usual there is much more including a FREE offer from DMark and
Motorex to give you a free drum of Swisscut NF-X for a new Swiss lathe.
If you recently purchased a Swiss lathe check out that offer in the magazine.
We have a couple of spot on tooling articles and the magazine is chalk full
of press releases of various new products and goings on in the industry.
I thank you from the bottom of my heart for reading CNC WEST and
look forward to all of us getting back to normal
Sincerely,

Shawn Arnold
Shawn Arnold
Publisher
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RoboDrill Plus-K

RoboCut C600iB

•

•

World’s Most Reliable Wire EDM

•

Best Auto Threader on the Market

•

X/Y/Z Travels: 23.6” x 15.7” x 12”
(600 mm x 399 mm x 305 mm)

•

Core-Stitch Function

•

Anti-Recast Power Supply

•

Tilt / Rotary Axis Available

•
•
•
•
•

Standard “Bolt-on”
Automation Solution
Rotary Carousel Stores Tools &
Pallets for Automatic Loading
Hold Up to 60 Pallets
Increase Tool Capacity to
Over 100
“Zero Point” Workholding
Great for High Mix /
Mid Volume Work

Regional Of�ices
Boston
• Charlotte
• Chicago
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FOCUSED
ON THE FUTURE OF MANUFACTURING.

Our Focus is Manufacturing.
Mastercam outperforms the
competition with a singular focus
on developing the best CAD/CAM
software, services, and support for
manufacturing productivity. Period.

Learn more about the world’s most
widely used CAD/CAM solution.

NOW AVAILABLE

www.mastercam.com

LOGI

THREE FLUTE

3CHAM
CHAMDRILL

High Productivity Drilling
3 Effective Cutting Edges,
Self-Centering Drill and Flat
Heads for Fast and Accurate
Drilling. Excellent Hole
Surface and Chip Evacuation.
Dia. Range of .472-1.020”

For Better Roundness
and Concentricity

300%
Faster

Self-Centering for
High Surface Quality

Flat Heads for
Flat Bottom Holes

WORLD

App Store

1.5XD

3XD

5XD

8XD

Play Store

Download Now!

www.iscarmetals.com

EXEC H TLINE
Lockheed Receives $1.5B Navy
Missile Flight Demo Contract
Modification
Lockheed Martin has received a potential
$1.54 billion contract modification to design,
build and integrate equipment in support of
flight test demonstrations of the U.S. Navy’s
missile system.
The company’s space business will perform
work in Colorado, California, Utah, Arizona
and other locations through Feb. 25, 2024,
the Department of Defense said in mid- March.

Boeing Southeast Asia Aviation
Forecast

Boeing anticipates airlines in Southeast Asia will need 4,400 new airplanes valued
at $700 billion to support expanding demand
for air travel over the next 20 years. The
intra-Southeast Asian market will become the
fifth largest in the world by 2039, and the
vast domestic and regional air-travel network
across the region positions it well for a postpandemic recovery, according to Boeing’s 2020
Commercial Market Outlook (CMO).
Boeing projects the region’s commercial
airplane fleet will grow 5.3% annually over
the next 20 years. In addition, demand for
aftermarket commercial services – valued at
$790 billion – will help maintain the fleet
over the same period.
Overall, Boeing forecasts regional demand
for 760 new widebodies by 2039, enabling efficient replacement and versatile network growth
for Southeast Asia’s airlines. While long-haul
market recovery is expected to take longer,
Southeast Asia’s twin-aisle fleet is slated to
grow by 55% – to 780 widebodies – by 2039.
The region’s commercial aviation services
growth remains promising in the long term.
Globally, Boeing projects the need for
43,110 new commercial airplanes and the demand
for aftermarket services to be equivalent to
$9 trillion over the next two decades. World
air cargo traffic is projected to grow 4% annually due to solid industrial production and
world trade. Freighters will remain the backbone of the cargo industry with the need for
930 new and 1,500 converted freighters during
the same span.

Fisker to Partner With Foxconn
for New Vehicle

Manhattan Beach, CA.-based electric vehicle
maker Fisker Inc. plans to partner with electronics manufacturing giant Foxconn Technology Group on a new vehicle that could enter
production by the end of 2023.
Fisker announced Feb. 24 that it had entered into a memorandum of understanding with
Taiwan-based Foxconn supporting development of
a “new segment vehicle” and eventual production of around 250,000 units per year.
The company said this would be its second
vehicle, with production of the previously
announced Ocean model still expected to begin
in the fourth quarter of 2022.

AeroVironment Completes Acquisition of Drone-Maker

AeroVironment Inc. completed its acquisition
of Arcturus UAV Inc. making it a wholly owned
subsidiary under the AeroVironment brand.
The $405 million transaction between the
Simi Valley, CA. drone manufacturer and Arcturus in Petaluma, CA. was originally announced on Jan. 13.
Founded in 2004 and based in Petaluma,
Arcturus UAV designs and manufactures Group
2 and Group 3 drones. Those groups are for
unmanned aircraft weighing between 21 pounds
but no more than 1,320 pounds. AeroVironment
already provides aircraft in the light-weight
Group 1 segment.

Armtec Books $208M Army Contract to Supply Artillery Charge
System Cases

Armtec Defense Technologies will provide
combustible case assemblies to the U.S. Army
for 155mm propelling charges under a potential
five-year, $207.7 million contract.
The service branch is procuring M231/M232
modular artillery charge system cases through
the firm-fixed-price contract, the Department
of Defense said in early March.
DOD expects contract services to be completed by March 5, 2026. Coachella, California-based Armtec specializes in the production
of combustible ordnance and expendable countermeasure products for the military sector.

Continued on page 74...

Perfection in motion.

Discover the New ‘Star’ in
the STAR CNC Galaxy

Machining complex components with exceptional
precision, accuracy and speed just got easier…and smarter!
Star CNC introduces SK-51A, the first in their NEW line of automatic fixed headstock lathes.
This new ‘star’ incorporates the advanced Fanuc iHMI control system with ‘smart’ machining
capabilities that easily and efficiently guide the operator through the manufacturing process.
• Twin, 12-station turrets with identical travels allow balance machining on either spindle
• A2-5 spindle chucking options grip parts where required
• Slant bed design meets the demands of difficult-to-machine materials typically
required by the medical, energy and aerospace industries
• Extensive tooling options address complex part needs
• Machine design offers easy access to the spindles and turrets
• User-friendly touch screen control for easy access to on-board machine and
control manuals
Star CNC Machine Tool Corp. | 516.484.0500 | starcnc.com • New York | Ohio | California | Illinois | Pennsylvania | Connecticut

Double Down

On Your WORKHOLDING
THE

Built for your 3-Axis
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Save Time

+ Make Money
Proudly made in the USA

workholding@5thaxis.com

858.505.0432

www.5thaxis.com

BUILT FROM THE INSIDE OUT
FOR SPEED, RELIABILITY & VALUE

Every detail, every design decision in every Kitamura is dedicated to one goal –
building machines that transform your operations. Machines that exceed
expectations, increase productivity and help you simplify the way you run
your parts. Our commitment to quality is your assurance for long lasting
performance. That commitment includes:

Craftsmanship Abounds

Hand scraping and hand fitting of
components allow for true geometric
accuracy and long machine tool life.
Guaranteed accuracies of ±0.002mm
(±0.000079”)/Full Stroke.

High-Speed B-Axis
with Rotary Scale

Integral drive motor design offers
dramatically faster indexing time
reducing out-of-cut time and
increasing the amount of material
removed in milling applications.

In-House Induction Hardened
Solid Box Ways

Superior stability and vibration
absorption mean optimum accuracy,
heavier cutting ability, better surface
finishes and longer tool life. World’s
fastest rapids (2,362ipm) dramatically
reduce cycle times.

High Speed/High Torque
4-Step Gear Driven Spindles

Energy efficient, dual contact gear
driven spindles (up to 20,000rpm)
deliver strong low-end torque plus
high-end fine finish capability in
one machine.

Pioneering Icon
CNC Operation

Arumatik-Mi shortens cycle times
with up to 8,192 block look-ahead
processing speeds. Interactive
touchscreen display technology
maximizes operator convenience,
allowing for easier programming,
part setup and operation.

Put Kitamura on your floor today.
kitamura-machinery.com
847.520.7755 USA

CNC Solutions
cncsolutions.biz
408-586-8236
sales@cncsolutions.biz
Territory: Northern CA, NV

Hogue Precision Machinery
Hogueprecision.com
209-892-5649
info@hogueprecision.com
Territory: OR, WA

Machinery Sales Co., LLC
MASCOSoCal.com
800-588-8111
mail@MASCOsocal.com
Territory: Southern CA

Total Quality
Systems, Inc.
Inspection Equipment & Services
Has expanded to serve

Southern California
Providing Inspection Equipment
First Article Inspection
Reverse Engineering
3-D Scanning
ISO 9001/2015 Certified
27 years of serving customers in the Southwest

Some of the brands we represent

We are also the exclusive distributor
for ZEISS Metrology Products in Southern California.

Contact us for all your inspection needs
Total Quality Systems
41615 Date Street Suite 102
Murrieta, CA 92562

Visit our web site at
www.tqscorp.com
Call Todd direct at
602-228-3863
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Taking CMMs to the next
level at $57,000

Does your shop miss out on opportunities because you don’t have the right CMM?
Our ALTERA C is built for you.
This compact CMM delivers reliable measurement results and eﬃcient throughput for measurement tasks in industrial
and shop ﬂoor environments. Innovative design features resulted in a surprisingly compact footprint, making the
ALTERA C an attractive proposition when ﬂoor space is limited.
ALTERA C comes in three sizes, and is designed with a wide range of multi-sensor technology in mind to meet customer
applications and budgets. All are priced less than you might expect, and are ready to unleash the potential of your shop.

CONTACT US TODAY TO BOOK YOUR DEMONSTRATION
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4020B-II

LIMITED TIME FACTORY DIRECT PRICING!
Fadal Model VMC 4020B-II, featuring:

FACTORY PRICING FOR ALL!

$65,900
FOB Fadal CA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fadal Engineering
3100 E. Cedar St. Unit 7
Ontario, CA 91761
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Fadal 64MP Control w/ High Speed Machining
10,000 RPM Liquid-Cooled Spindle
Fadal Dual-Belt Drive, Delivering Best-in-Class
220 LB/FT of Torque
Box-Way Construction
Bright LED Worklight
24 Position Dual Arm Toolchanger
Monitored Lubrication System
Pre-Tensioned Ballscrews, w/ Oil Lubricated
Thrust Bearings
Cooled Electrical Cabinets
Many Options Available!

CALL NOW!

844-323-2526
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Surface Grinders
Supra-618 II(Manual)/
618AH II (2 Axis Auto)
- Spindle 2.0HP
- Table Size 6” x 18”

A grinder for your every need
We carry a full-line of surface grinders for a GREAT price!

Supra-818AH II

- Spindle 3.0HP
- Table Size 8” x 18”
- 2 Axis Auto

AGS-1230AHD (1224 Optional)

- Spindle 5.0HP
- Table Size 12” x 30” (12” x 24” Optional)
- 3 Axis Auto

AGS-1020AHD

- Spindle 2.0HP
- Table Size 10” x 20”
- 3 Axis Auto

AGS-1640AHD (1632 Optional)
- Spindle 7.5HP
- Table Size 16” x 40” (16” x 32” Optional)
- 3 Axis Auto

AGS-2040AHD

- Spindle 10HP
- Table Size 20” x 40”
- 3 Axis Auto

AGS-2448AHD
- Spindle 15HP
- Table Size 24” x 48”
- (Table Size 34” x 68”, 80”
available)
- 3 Axis Auto

AGS-4860AHD
- Spindle 20HP (30HP Optional)
- Table Size 48” x 60”

CA Office: Susan or David 714-871-5558, info@aceronline.net
NJ Office: William or Chris 732-752-9100, acer_klim@yahoo.com
www.aceronline.net
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Mastercam Partnership Provides Free
Experiences to Inspire Future
Workforce
Mastercam is partnering with Edge Factor to equip organizations across North America with Experience toolkits
to inspire students and job seekers to pursue career pathways. This strategic workforce development initiative will
provide schools, companies and workforce leaders with
free access to high impact multimedia, a keynote presentation, promotional tools and practical guidebook on how
to plan, promote, host and follow up on engaging Experiences. These online Experiences are designed to encourage
students, parents and job seekers to explore skilled trades,
apprenticeships, CTE programs, careers, STEAM and soft
skills.
Edge Factor, an e-learning platform, has created thousands of videos, interactive activities and lesson plans
that focus on career exploration. K-12 and postsecondary
schools, companies and organizations partner with Edge
Factor to help tackle workforce development regionally
and nationally. “Wielding the power of storytelling, Edge
Factor media has showcased multiple Mastercam customers using technology to bring design ideas to life. With
these stories and much more, the Edge Factor platform
helps students and job seekers explore career pathways,
learn soft skills, discover STEAM on the job, experience
virtual workplaces and learn about local training and career
opportunities,” said a spokesperson.
Featuring select tools from the Edge Factor library, free
Experiences will be available during specific 2021 months
for organizations to share in classrooms, homes and at
events.
“Partnership is crucial as we face a new world of opportunity. We know that times are changing, and while that
may feel scary at some level, it can also be exciting when
you have the right team. I am proud to have Mastercam
and Edge Factor continue our long-term partnership knowing that this will allow us to lead and grow as both organizations move into the future together,” said Jeremy Bout,
founder and President of Edge Factor.
“As an industry leader for more than 35 years, CNC
Software Inc. meets the needs of their customers by combining Mastercam’s software programming with practical
shop floor experience,” said the spokesperson.
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“CNC Software responds to the needs of the manufacturing community and has provided CAD/CAM solutions
to more than 265,000 installations worldwide in industries
including moldmaking, automotive, aerospace and consumer
industries.”
“Mastercam and Edge Factor have been corporate partners for over 10 years, and we have found this to be a very
beneficial partnership as both companies share a common
goal of bridging the gap between education and industry and
raising overall awareness,” said Graham Hargreaves, Corporate Marketing Manager, Mastercam. “We are excited to
partner again in 2021, and once again unite for key initiatives
that represent core business drivers for Mastercam. Bridging
the skills gap, showing opportunities for women in manufacturing, and expanding overall awareness of manufacturing in
our communities are of utmost importance, and our partnership with Edge Factor will help to deliver those messages to
a critical audience.”
Mastercam is partnering with Edge Factor on the upcoming 2021 Experiences:
• Women in Skilled Trades (Apr 2021)-To celebrate International Women’s Day/Month, this toolkit will feature a
special collection of tools that Edge Factor has created that
feature women in skilled trades. The goal of this Experience
is to encourage more women and female students to pursue
career pathways in diverse skilled trades.
• Rock MFG DAY (Sept - Oct 2021)-October is Manufacturing Day/Month and Edge Factor is providing the 2021
Rock MFG DAY kit for everyone to highlight the extraordinary world of advanced manufacturing. This toolkit will
include resources to promote manufacturing careers and
technology and showcase how STEAM comes alive in this
industry.
To learn more and pre-register, go
to http://edgefactor.com/free-experiences.
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Lynx 2100/2600 Series

THE PERFECT
FASTEN
SEAT
FAMILYPLEASE
DOES
BELTS,
EXIST
Our all-new horizontal 5-axis profiler makes quick
And it’s our HTC lineup packing some serious punch.
work of your largest aluminum structural components.
The universal head spindle with HSK-A63 interface has
Our horses
lineup and
of Horizontal
Turningr/min.
Centers brings
100
spins at 30,000
business to your table. Factor in Y-axis capability
that can eliminate secondary operations and provide
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speed? size
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linear
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to top
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changer
guideway
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is ready
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Making
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takes your productivity to new heights.
parts? Look no further than our powerful box way
PUMA series. Medical, aerospace, oil and gas.
In short: The HFP 1540 is a machine that
These machines handle it all.
will instantly place your aerospace work
among
the world’s
best.a whole slew of complex parts
The ability
to machine
can be yours. This family boasts chuck sizes from
6'' to 32'', max turning diameters that range from
11.8'' to 29.5'', and max turning lengths from 24'' to
198.8''. Knock on their door and get the job done.

PUMA 2100/2600 Series

PUMA 3100 Series

PUMA 5100 Series

PUMA 700 Series

WASHINGTON/OREGON

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Sales: (253) 872-1661
Service: (253) 246-0130
Parts: (888) 207-2787

Sales: (866) 814-7238
Service: (800) 994-0146
Parts: (888) 207-2787

Sales: (562) 949-8311
Service: (866) 576-1125
Parts: (888) 207-2787
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Article by Sean Buur Photos Supplied by Wolfram Manufacturing

WOLFRAM MANUFACTURING

Nathan carries a lot of anxiety at night when the machines are running so he knew that deploying the Caron system was the only way he
could get a good night’s rest.

USING TECH TO MAKE MANUFACTURING
THE BEST VIDEO GAME THERE IS

T

he lone star state is filled with idioms, traditions,
and a uniqueness that can best be described
as …..Texas. Depending on where you’re from
“everything is bigger, no one should mess with you and
something about playing with bulls and getting the horns
are considered to be universal truths. Never eat chili with
beans, and don’t be the person who is all hat and no cattle.
But one saying you don’t hear a lot of is “I’m opening a
machine shop and not hiring machinists.”
Nathan Byman’s no machinist concept for Wolfram
Manufacturing has nothing to do with geographic
colloquialisms, but instead stems directly from data
and science. Nathan, a mechanical engineer spent years
custom tailoring his career path knowing all along the
zenith would be building his own company. “My first
interaction with machining came from the design side,”
tells Wolfram Manufacturing CEO Nathan Byman.
“Soon after college I went to work for Lockheed Martin
as a design engineer on the F16 program in Fort Worth.
I had my own internal plan of rotating through different
roles and responsibilities at different companies to build
a foundation of manufacturing. The ultimate goal was to
22
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start my own business.” After earning a business degree
from Rice University, he gained experience from a few
shops before landing at Wyman Gordon as operations
manager. “I was running the machine shop and still not
a machinist,” continues Nathan. “It was there that I really
began to think about getting closer to it and opening my
own shop. We had a strike, and I spent a week on the floor
running the machines and just had a blast. A few years
later I went to work for a high end shop outside Houston.
We were at the top of the world with six facilities around
the globe and more tech than you could shake a stick at.
It was contract manufacturing with pure craftsman doing
one off 100k parts for high end oil and gas, US Navy, NASA,
and nuclear submarines. You could go talk to anyone
and learn something amazing every day. Then I woke
up one morning in 2008 to global economic meltdown.
It was a formative experience to say the least, early in
my time there I was briefing the night shift machinists
on something when one of them steps forward and asks
what gives me the right or the knowledge to be able to tell
them how to do their job. Well absolutely nothing gives
me the right to do that, but we can talk, collect some data,
CNC WEST April/May 2021

Above - This TMAC chart captures a cutoff operation using constant surface footage. If the white horsepower line reaches the red
extreme limit the tool can be pulled near-instantly saving part, machine alignment and tooling.
Right - This cut was stopped and kept from damaging the machine or the tool.

and you will find I have some decent ideas. I was used
to getting flack from people I hadn’t worked with for not
being a 3rd generation machinist, but this was the point
that I knew I wanted to start something of my own but do
things totally differently.”
Working for that company allowed Nathan and his
team to try anything. Because of the manufacturing
challenges it was a great playground to test different

technologies. That’s where he
first came across the Caron
Engineering integration tools.
Technology is great and even though sometimes it seems
like magic the science is what drives the tech. Finding new
and exciting tech is the easy part, having a staff willing to
embrace it is a different story. “We had so many tools at
our disposal to make the best possible parts,” tells Nathan.
“It was crazy what we had the latitude to
do, but frequently instead of embracing
new concepts and science we were met
often by resistance and even sabotage on
a few occasions. Some people were just
not open to the idea that the old ways
were not always the best ways. I didn’t
want that mentality in my own place
of business so when I opened Wolfram
Manufacturing in 2011, I didn’t hire
any machinists. Some of my team had
manufacturing experience, but none
of their primary skills was machining.
We hired for attitude and aptitude and
Horsepower cutting data from a milling operation on three parts are overlaid for comparison in TMAC - The
they came open to ideas and without
ultimate in process knowledge and control.
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REDEFINING

AN INDUSTRY.
(And we’re hiring.)

Join Haas Automation as we change the way the industry buys cutting tools
and workholding. We are looking for tooling and workholding product specialists,
or experienced industry professionals, who have the talent and knowledge
to help us revolutionize the tooling industry, like Haas Automation
did for the CNC machine tool industry more than 30 years ago.

Check out HaasTooling.com to see
what we’re doing, and then visit
www.HaasCNC.com/jobs to apply.
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possible baggage and bad habits. I also opened
the shop with no secondary equipment to fall
back on. No Bridgeport mills, no manual lathes.
If we were going to put a hole on an angle, we
were going to do it all on the same machine.”
The concept at Wolfram Manufacturing is
one piece flow. They load raw material and take
out a finished part. If there is an opportunity for
a human contact, there is an opportunity for
error. They go the extra mile to do as much on
the machine as inhumanly possible. So, with a
devout, almost religious like discipline Wolfram
Manufacturing use science and critical thinking
to go after sources of variation. Nathan knew
realizing his dream would require more than a
3-axis mill and traditional lathe that make up a
large part of the Texas shops his size. “We are
in zero on the newest machine,
a small operation with a dozen employees and Dialing
an Okuma LB3000, is lovingly named
a 6000 sq.ft. building,” details Nathan. “Similar
L3PO after the StarWars droid.
sized companies in the area don’t have the same
machine shop
kind of capabilities that we do. All our machines
have a lathe spindle and sub spindle. Every machine has is only half of
full milling, every machine has high pressure coolant, the equation,
other
every machine has touch setters, every machine has the
half
is
sales,
probing, every machine has TMAC adaptive control, and
every machine is an Okuma.” After running facilities with i n s t a l l a t i o n
training
every machine tool under the sun Nathan felt the Okuma and
all
the
fit perfectly on the price vs performance vs “hackability” on
graph. “Okuma are dependable machines with good specs Caron Engineering production tools. Before they were
and in our particular case come with terrific support. dealers, they were customers, and one of the core beliefs
Our shop is in Austin, TX and one of the best techs in at Wolfram Manufacturing is in the Caron systems. “I
the Southwest lives in Austin. Peter is a true local asset, carry a lot of anxiety at night when the machines are
and any time we need support, Peter is our guy. So many running,” half jokes Nathan. “To get any sleep at all as
times the right system is the one you can get support for. a new business owner I knew the Caron system had to
I started with one Okuma Multus B400, but now we have be deployed in my own shop. Holes in processes give
me nightmares and I have to find ways to close them.
four machines and are planning our next additions”
Like the mighty Longhorn, Wolfram Manufacturing Caron was in our process from the very beginning. Every
also has a two-pronged approach to business. The member of our team from the get-go were trained in it.
I forced them to learn it and depend on it. We got very
good using it. When we talk about what went wrong one
of the first questions always is “could we have caught this
if Caron was set up properly?” I coach my team to ignore
what the salesperson says is the limit of their system and
ask for what you really want. Imagine the world as you
want it and keep asking for that. If what they have doesn’t
work and they appear to be a leader in their field keep
pushing for feature requests. We did that with Caron to
the point that they almost got tired of hearing from us.
We reported bugs, requested feature changes, you name
it. At a certain point Rob Caron who owns the company
called and set up a meeting to come down to Austin and
see what we were doing. He spent a couple days with us
Wolfram Manufacturing are a Caron Engineering distributor in the
and that started the process of becoming a distributor for
Southwest but do product integration and training nationwide.
CNC WEST April/May 2021
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Machines communicating via OnTakt with production,
tooling, and alarm notifications.

Consolidated tool tracking and inventory view across
the shop with OnTakt.

the Caron systems. We are unique in the aspect that there
are other Caron distributors, but we are the only one who
have a shop and use the systems every day. We sell the
Caron products in our southwestern territory, but we
partner with distributors around the country to provide
applications, setup, and training where we are needed.
Other distributors sell systems and help get the new users
dialed in as well, but we have the unique perspective of
training as a direct user ourselves. So we offer ourselves
and our facilities to help integrators and their customers
receive additional training and application support when
needed. We have great faith in the Caron system; enough
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to let strangers loose on live machines that we depend on
to run customer’s parts. Three years ago, we committed
to Caron reselling and installation as part of our business
model. We love the machining aspect of Wolfram
Manufacturing, but we also love selling a system that
helps people make better parts. It’s a different mentality
sharing information with possible competing companies,
but we take great pride in doing so. Helping others make
better parts brings a lot of satisfaction to our whole team..”
Nathan likes to describe the Caron system by comparing
a machine tool to a surgeon. “For example, take a surgeon
who is at the top of his game doing appendectomies. He
or she could actually perform the surgery with their eyes
closed because the movements are programmed into
their brain, like the machine tool. The machine tool can
perfectly replicate movements, that’s its job. Where it
is different from the surgeon is that it has no idea if the
tool has been loaded right or not. It is like the surgeon
has his eyes closed and the assistant hands them the tool
upside down. With their eyes closed they have no way of
knowing the scalpel is upside down. The machine tool is
blind and trusts that the human who loaded the tool did
so correctly and that when we press the start button it can
do the movements. The Caron technologies we deploy
are to fill the gaps that can be created by human error so
the machine can do its one job. All of our Okumas have
probing, touch setters and high-pressure coolant. The
probe can reach out and tell if the part is in the right place.
Tool setters tell me that we have the correct tool and that
it is the right length. The high-pressure coolant is like
having the surgical assistant clearing away all the guts and
blood and waste, so the workplace is clear. With all that
we have half a chance of success, but we still don’t have
a sense of touch. I could be cutting nothing or cutting to
the bone.”
This is where the Caron TMAC (tool monitoring
adaptive control) system comes into play. TMAC is
additional sensors that are put on every important drive
of the machine to give it a sense of touch. In the case of
Nathan’s Okumas that means sensors on the milling head
and on both lathe chucks. The simplified description is
a super sensitive chart of your horsepower curve. Every
second of every cut is shown live to the operator as well
as recorded for later review. The same can be done with
vibration, but Nathan’s focus today is on the more widely
used HP. “It used to be that a master machinist could
lean on the machine while you were talking with them
and feel there was something out of place and make an
adjustment,” describes Nathan. “Today’s machine tools are
more isolated, enclosed, and equipped with high pressure
coolant. They are closed off to sight, smell and sound, so
it is much harder for a machinist to do that now. With
Caron TMAC we get all that back and more. I “see” with
CNC WEST April/May 2021

a resolution that is better than any machinist ever could
sense. We’ve done the game countless times with guys
claiming they can tell by touch better than the sensors.
They are quickly humbled when I tell them the machine
just lost an insert and they didn’t notice. The point is that
everything you can see you can automate against. Most of
the time people think of precautionary uses for this kind
of tech. If the insert fails shut down the machine and so
forth. The Caron TMAC system also allows you to attack
as well as defend. You can designate it to run at this exact
HP and if you are over to slow the feed rate, but if you are
under to crank things up and go faster. Tool life becomes
better AND productivity becomes better, all by having
fully customizable and automated feed rates based off the
HP load. That is only one aspect, but one that can yield
tremendous gains when deployed.”
Nathan is asked a lot if this is tech that can benefit the
guy with a basic 3 axis CNC machine tool not running
mission critical or high value parts. His answer might
surprise you. “Anyone can benefit from the Caron system
by the recording feature alone” touts Nathan. “When
something inevitably goes wrong there is no guessing
when it happened. You know exactly when it all went
south by pulling up the charts for that exact tool and
seeing that it happened Tuesday at 01:05:56 pm. We use
the TMAC system on a $10,000 Inconel combustion
chamber for a rocket and on a $20 piece of plastic.
Naysayers scoff at technology like this because of they
think it is only useful when cutting hard materials or in
production. They don’t imagine that the Caron TMAC
system has enough resolution to see finish cutting in
acrylic, and that the second identical feature on the same
part counts as production. Everyone is familiar with the
machine’s load monitor bar and people see it move when
they are cutting something hard, but don’t see it move
when they are cutting something soft. The TMAC system
has an incredibly sensitive multi-range transducer. The
multi range part means it can focus on a certain range of
HP and it break it down into 1000 increments.”
When asked what’s next, Nathan responds “we have
been putting a lot of effort into our Wolfram Operating
System called OnTakt and we plan to bring it to market
this year. We optimize everything and the web app suite
contains the tools we use to run our shop. In OnTakt
the machines talk directly to our team through Slack
and Microsoft Teams and let us know if they need help.
Anything from not keeping up with production, a bad
dimension trend, a fluid shortage, or a TMAC stop for
a dull tool without a backup. Anyone can log in and see
tool consumption, run rates, alarms, cut recordings, and
dimensional data from anywhere. I have used a lot of
systems and at a certain point it is hard to get them just
right without living with them in a live shop.”
CNC WEST April/May 2021

If you are tired of making “custom tools” the Caron TMAC system can help
protect tooling, parts, and your valuable machines.

Manufacturing is in need of a PR makeover to appeal
to the latest generations driven by technology. Even
though computer is the first letter in CNC the stigma of it
being dirty manual repetitive job still exists, that is if it is
even thought of at all. How do you change that perceived
notion? “I was IMTS at a big fancy dinner and guy next
to me was talking about how hard it was to find people,”
concludes Nathan. “He wanted super smart kids that
dropped out of high school but were ultra-motivated and
didn’t want a traditional path so that he could get them
cheap. For whatever reason he thought this was a classic
recipe for success. I have a different thought. If you want
to make parts in this country, then you need to create a job
that is suitable for the folks that this country is producing.
You give them a fast feedback loop of learning, access
to information, and they optimize really fast. We built
Wolfram Manufacturing utilizing tools that are more
appealing to young people in 2021. With TMAC and
OnTakt, our shop is like a live action video game. Half our
guys don’t have degrees, and none of them came to me as
a trained machinist, but here we are utilizing the latest
technology to make complex parts and training others
to do the same. For all of us at Wolfram Manufacturing
coming to work is fun, making parts is fun, using science
and technology is fun, and dedicating our time together
to making the next day even better keeps it going.”

Wolfram Manufacturing benefit from using the Caron TMAC system on everything
ranging from a $20 piece of acrylic to high dollar super alloy mission critical parts.
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VMP AND
HENNING
SOFTWARE
ENJOY A
MUTUALLY
REWARDING
21 YEAR
RELATIONSHIP

S

Steve Schreiner - senior financial officer, Sue St George - chief financial officer, Bob Schreiner vice president

ince 1958 VMP has manufactured a variety
of parts for multiple industries. Throughout
the decades there have been several partners,
multiple locations and even a subtle name change, but
the “VMP Inc. inserts for industry” on the front of their
Valencia, Ca 25,000 sq.ft. manufacturing facility best
sums thing up. “People ask what I make,” laughs Robert
(Bob) Schreiner Jr. “I used to try and explain, but now I
just tell them funny looking nuts and bolts.”

Bob Sr. went to work for V&P in 1958 as a machinist,
but in 1960 they incorporated as VMP and took on a 3rd
partner. “By 1967 the last of the partners was ready to
retire and dad and the secretary purchased the company
in 1968,” tells VMP vice president/general manager Bob
Jr. “My Brother Steve joined us in 1980 and my sister Sue
came on board in 81. Dad bought out his partner in 1982
and it has been family ever since. Things have changed
over the years for sure. Dad passed away in 1991, we
moved into this building in 1996, the parts we
make now are different from what was made
in the 60’s. We’ve grown and changed with
the world around us and the last few years I’ve
dropped the junior and just go by Bob now.”
Early on the company was known for
their electrical terminals, but over the years
their product line has evolved. “We don’t
make many terminals anymore,” explains
Bob. “Now, it is mostly inserts for rotational
molding and plastic injection molding. If
you ever rode a dirt bike, or motorcycle, sat
in a jacuzzi you’ve seen our parts. We make
the little metal insert that they mold into the
plastic that allows you to attach it to something
with screws. We work with aftermarket and
Henning Software’s Visual EstiTrack Inventory Management system tracks raw material and finished OEM suppliers, our parts are everywhere, but
goods inventory at the lot level. When raw material is purchased and received, raw material heat
the general public never sees them.” Twenty
numbers and certification documents are scanned and attached to incoming raw material inventory
plus machines pump out parts seven days a
lots. When a customer requires raw material certifications with their shipments, Visual EstiTrack
tracks the raw material lots issued to shop orders. With this level of traceability, it is easy for
week mostly made from brass, aluminum and
users to track which raw material heats were used on shop orders. Then when required, the system
will automatically print out associated material certification documents linked to produced finished stainless.
good lots when finished good lots are shipped via EstiTrack’s document management system.
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Material pricing side of the quote:

Quote for BSP50013-K-16 .625 material Material calculation side of the quoting:

Operations part of the quote for the same item

And the final page with pricing

“VMP can produce 500 parts a minute when they need
to and have 100 million parts in inventory on any given
day. For decades, keeping track of everything was a chore
at best. “We’ve been a user of Henning Software for 21
years now,” details Bob. “In fact, I know the exact month
we started with them, January 2000.” Y2K turned out to
be just a blip for most, but companies across the world
like VMP took no chances. The implementation of more
sophisticated systems to ensure the new century did not
bring doom and destruction seems like an old wives’ tale
now, but back then, no one knew for sure what would
happen. “We chose Henning because it was a system
designed for manufacturing,” details Bob. “I couldn’t afford
to take a chance on generic software that was adapted
for this industry and the Henning’s Visual EstiTrack and
Visual Books fit the bill. A lot of thought went into the
features of these systems even back then. Features like
traceability, tracking, travelers, and raw inventory in/
out caught our attention. For example, I get 1000 lbs. of
material in and add in into the Visual EstiTrack system.
All the information is there. I can see if the material was
previously ordered, if not I can add it into the system

at that time. I can see pounds, number of bars, even
how many parts I can make with the 1000-pound order
quantity I just placed. I can define the unit of measure by
which I wish to measure my inventory. As we make parts,
the inventory is back-flushed out of the system. Material
usages and lot tracking is all linked to our shop order
numbers. Once I enter something into EstiTrack it goes
to Steve to add into Visual Books, the accounting part of
the system.”
Henning Software’s Visual EstiTrack Inventory
Management system tracks raw material and finished
goods inventory at the lot level. When raw material is
purchased and received, raw material heat numbers and
certification documents are scanned and attached to
incoming raw material inventory lots. When a customer
requires raw material certifications with their shipments,
Visual EstiTrack tracks the raw material lots issued to shop
orders. With this level of traceability, it is easy for users to
track which raw material heats were used on shop orders.
Then when required, the system will automatically print
out associated material certification documents linked to
produced finished good lots when finished good lots are
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The intuitive drag-and-drop touch screen interface of the Scheduling Board
enables users to schedule and monitor shop order operations, represented as
cards, within and between work centers represented as swim-columns

Visual EstiTrack’s production monitoring screens and reports make it easy for
our shop to keep track of how well shop order operations are running and employees are performing. Efficiency reports keep track of and compare targeted
gross and net pieces per hour to the actual pieces per hour to monitor shop productivity. Reports can be filter by shop order, part number, shift and employee
so we can keep our finger on the pulse of our shop floor performance.

shipped via EstiTrack’s document management system.
Visual Books is the name of Henning Software’s fully
integrated Accounting System. Steve, VMP’s senior
financial officer, uses Visual Books in his daily routine.
“Henning Software Rocks,” describes Steve. “I know
that isn’t very specific, but it does.” When pressed for a
better answer “user friendly” and “intuitive” topped the
descriptions. “We are nowhere near being power users,”
continues Steve. “We probably just scratch the surface of
the capabilities, but for us it just works and does exactly
what we need it to. We rely on it for AR, AP as well as
the estimating, inventory control and shop management
features. We do not cut payroll checks from Visual Books,
but you can. We track employee hours but then use an
outside payroll service. Payroll is the only module we do
not use.”
Visual EstiTrack’s Touch Scheduling Board has
yet to be implemented at VMP, but Richard Henning,
president of Henning Software thinks it is a great tool for
companies like VMP who run a ton of parts on a shop
full of machines. “The intuitive drag-and-drop touch
screen interface of the Scheduling Board enables users to
schedule and monitor shop order operations, represented
as cards, within and between work centers represented as
swim-columns,” describes Richard Henning. “The Touch
Scheduling Board™ is designed to emulate and replace the
magnetic scheduling boards often found in shops. This
scheduling tool is designed to be deployed on large touchscreen monitors on the shop floor and is fully integrated
into Visual EstiTrack™ ERP. The Scheduling Board makes
it easier for shop floor personnel to prioritize operations,
view/set statuses, move operations from one work center
to another and allow employees to clock in and out of
shop order operations from the Scheduling Board.”
Henning Software holds annual user conferences to
present enhancements they made to their product line and
to get constructive feedback and recommendations from
their customers. “VMP has attended and participated
in many of our user conferences over the past 21 years,”
says Rich Henning. By attending user conferences, Bob
and his team have provided invaluable feedback and
suggestions thus helping improve Visual EstiTrack’s
capabilities. “Bob is more than a customer, he is a friend.
Our 21-year relationship with VMP is a true partnership,”
says Rich Henning. “We deeply appreciate our long-term
and mutually rewarding relationship with VMP and look
forward to working together for many years to come.”

VMP can produce 250,000 parts a day and has millions of parts in inventory
ready to ship to OEM and aftermarket customers.
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DKW PRECISION MACHINING INC.

Article & Photos by Sean Buur

QUALITY OVERRIDES EVERYTHING

S

Kiel Franklin- Jason Franklin - Brian Kott - Layton Tomson - Clint Franklin, Patrick Clayton.

ince 1984 DKW Precision Machining Inc. has
lived by the motto “Do as you say - Say as you
do.” Rivaling companies five times their size,
their “quality overrides everything” attitude earns them
customers in the competitive Northern California
manufacturing arena. Brothers Doug (D) and Kurt (K)
Franklin took out a loan from their father Wayne (W) to
open DKW in a rented San Jose, Ca. garage. Manufacturing
medical and lighting parts, they quickly added guys and
machines, outgrowing the garage and several buildings
along the way. Since 2001 they have called home a
10,500sq.ft. manufacturing center in Manteca, CA.
Brian Kott is DKW’s general manager. He joined the
company back in 1994 as a delivery driver and is one of a
handful of employees not- blood related. “It’s a big family
here,” tells Brian. “All but one person has been with the
company for decades or is part of the Franklin family.
Doug was bought out by Kurt in 2015 but his sons Clint
and Kiel are key members of the team as well as Kurt’s son
Jason. They are all bad ass machinists just like their dads.”
The milling department consists of a Doosan DMN
500II, a YCM TV188B, a Jupiter VMC 4022 and a pair of
Fadal VMC 4020’s. The lathe department is made up of all
32
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Doosan turning centers, a Puma 200 and three Doosan
Puma 2600SY. “To build a good part you have to start
with a good piece of equipment,” explains Brian. “We are
known as a shop that can handle tight tolerances and hard
to cut materials. That requires a tougher machine. Since
day one Doug and Kurt wanted robust machines and that
still holds true.”
DKW set themselves apart from other shops of
similar size by not having standard milling and turning
equipment. The YCM TV188B is a beast of a machine for
this size shop. “In 08 like everyone else we were struggling
with the economy and looking for ways to improve our
sales,” explains Brian. “I was thinking a lot about parts
being made in China and I thought what if instead of
focusing on smaller items that can easily and cheaply be
transported, we went bigger. A big heavy piece of stainless
is less likely to be sent overseas for manufacturing. So, I
proposed that we buy a larger mill, way bigger than our
40 x 20 Fadal mills. Doug said if I sold a job for it then he
would buy one. I was not quoting jobs in the Y 26”, 30”,
and 32” range. We wanted as much Y as we could afford
and the YCM has 70” x 34” x 31” range.” It’s a 50-taper
machine with direct drive that spins at 10,000 RPM.” They
CNC WEST April/May 2021

EMS uses Verisurf software to run three different CNC CMMs, each
with different controllers, as well as trackers and arms, as part of
its ‘consistency in metrology’ strategy.

The “triplets” are three similarly equipped Doosan Puma 2600SY. DKW dove into the multi spindle/live tooling arena three years ago and came away loving the features
offered on the Doosan Puma 2600SY machining centers. With fewer operations they create better parts, faster.

got it in 2009 and it quickly became their flagship machine
and runs almost nonstop 12 years later. “We’ve been so
happy with the live tooling in our lathe department that
Kurt wanted to apply these same advanced machining
principles back into our milling department,” continues
Brian. “A Doosan DVF 5000 5th axis mill will be on the
floor by the time this goes to print. We are really excited
to take the step into 5th axis machining.”
“We bought three new live tooling / sub spindle Doosan
lathes in the last few years from Brandon Takata at Ellison
Technologies,” tells Brian. “The triplets as we call them are
all Doosan Puma 2600SY and buying them has been one
of the best things we’ve ever done. I run the shop and sales
and can tell you firsthand that they are game changers for
us. Brandon came in as a cold call, and the old man liked
him right away. He’s young, but has an old school attitude
CNC WEST April/May 2021

where customer service is still king. He sold us on the
Puma 2600SY machines, and we got a great deal. It was
like nothing we had on the floor. It is robust, has a good
size bore, had everything we wanted and more. We liked
it so much we added a second one the next year and our
third one came aboard last summer. The Ellison guys did
a great job on install, not even a pandemic slowed them
down. We were up and running very quickly.” All three
machines are decked out with a few different features, but
the core machining properties are all the same. They are all
10” chucks, 4000 RPM, and 30 HP. After proving out the
technology on the first machine, integrating more of the
same machine was critical. “Redundancy was important,”
continues Brian. “Ease of use, the interchangeable parts,
interchangeable tooling, programming, and having
everything the same makes for a seamless addition to the
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In 2009 DKW purchased the most Y travel they could afford at the time. The 50 taper, direct drive, 10,000 RPM, 70”x34”x31” YCM fit the bill perfectly.

workflow. The last thing anyone wants is to invest a ton
of money into a machine tool and struggle getting it up
and running. Having the triplets allows us to move jobs
around freely. We are used to multi op parts and most
still require a change over, but with the 8” sub spindle and
milling tools we have reduced the number of times we
handle the parts. The Pumas increased productivity and
improved our quality.”
Surrounded by companies that only want to slam out
1000’s of bits of aluminum, DKW has found their niche
with tight tolerance, high complexity parts machined
from exotic materials. “We started out like every job shop
running whatever’s necessary,” details Brian. “It was never

our goal to focus on short runs of 50-100 parts, but that’s
where we’ve landed. A lot of that stems from the work
we do for TechnipFMC Schilling Robotics division. As
you can imagine they don’t make hundreds of thousands
of ROV’s, but the ones they do build require the best of
the best in manufacturing. It’s a whole different game
13,000 feet deep in the Mariana Trench and their quality
requirements reflect it. When they call out a spec there
is no question that the part needs to be that good.
Sometimes a customer will call out a spec that you know
is overkill and that they have no way of actually verifying
it, but that isn’t the case with TechnipFMC. TechnipFMC
means business and verify what they get, making us a

When you live by “quality overrides everything” it is important to have Keyence and Brown & Sharpe backing you up in the quality lab.
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Having sub spindle, live tooling lathes and a larger than average mill helps set DKW apart from similar size shops.

much better shop in the process.” If the adage of “a rising
tide raises all boats” is true, then in the case at DKW those
boats are getting amazing parts thanks to DKW’s decade
long partnership with TechnipFMC. “Every part we
deliver for TechnipFMC comes with an outside process
cert, certificate of conformance, material cert, and first
article report,” explains Brian. “The first article report

defines that part and defines us as a shop. We take great
pride in our work and our reputation.”
Buying a machine tool is easy, but Brian is quick to
credit the talented people who make the magic happen.
“We’ve built a great team over the years, and the team
out in the shop deliver for us every day,” concludes Brian.
“We give them the impossible and they find a way to get
it done, making us all look good. We
are nothing without each other, but
our “quality overrides everything”
approach is what makes us successful.
Kurt is very much a guy who believes in
the investment of time and equipment
as well as persistence. Spend the
time teaching our people and the
next time they will know, and we all
become better for it. Our theory has
always been that if you make a correct
part, that looks great, and service the
hell out of the customer you hold an
advantage over most shops.”

DKW Precision Machining Inc. are known as a shop that can handle tight tolerances and hard to cut materials.
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HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT HOLEMAKING IN STAINLESS STEEL
Provided by Allied Machine & Engineering

• Ferritic – As part of the Type
400 series, ferritic stainless steels
are characterized by their corrosion resistance, strong ductility
and magnetism and are typically
iron-chromium alloys. This family
can be altered through cold working rather than thermal hardening
methods.
• Martensitic – Similar to
ferritic stainless, martensitic are
also iron-chromium alloys within
the Type 400 series; however, this
grade is able to be hardened by heat
treatment unlike the ferritic grade.
Other characteristics include magnetism, good ductility and corrosion resistance.
• Precipitation-hardened (PH)
– Through the precipitation hardening process, precipitation-hardened
stainless steel attains more strength
in addition to greater corrosion resistance. Additionally, it is similar
to martensitic stainless in terms of

Unlike machining other materials, machining stainless
steel requires review of a myriad of aspects prior to beginning work in the machine shop. Not only should cutting tool specialists and coolant specialists be consulted,
but machine capabilities should be addressed as well. Furthermore, one must verify that the correct tooling components are being used: cutting tool geometries, substrates,
and coatings, type of coolant and coolant pressure among
others. Still though, machining stainless comes with many
unique challenges because of its low machinability—a machinability rating that needs to be overcome to utilize the
many benefits of stainless steel.
Stainless steel is offered in varying grades based on
specific properties. These grades are also split into groupings based upon metallurgical qualities. Outlined below are
the different families of stainless steel.
• Austenitic – A rather common material, austenitic
steel is identified as the Type 300 series; grades 304 and 316
are the most accessible. While austenitic stainless steel cannot be effectively heat treated, it can be hardened through
cold working—the process of changing the shape without
the use of heat. Corrosion resistance, low magnetism and
good formability are also characteristics associated with
this family of stainless.
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chemical makeup.
• Duplex – With a composition made up of nickel, molybdenum and higher chromium levels, duplex stainless
steels combine features of ferritic and austenitic stainless, yet
this family demonstrates greater strength and high localized
corrosion resistance.
Whether machining valve choke bodies for the offshore
oil industry (410 stainless), pump covers for the food processing industry (316 stainless steel), bushings for the aerospace industry (17-4 stainless steel) or pumps for the water
and wastewater industry (304 stainless steel), knowing and
understanding the varying grades and properties of stainless
steel will enable machinists to effectively utilize stainless
steel and overcome its challenges when they arise.
One of the greatest challenges of machining stainless
steel is chip control. Alloying elements such as nickel cause
stainless steel to be partially heat resistant, which results in
difficulty forming a chip and, thus, poor chip evacuation.
In typical steel cutting applications, heat transfers into the
formed metal chip. When machining stainless, the heat resistant nickel alloys prevent this heat transfer.
Simply stated, the nature of the material and its high
amount of elasticity make it difficult to achieve chip formation and induce quite a bit of wear on the cutting tool.
CNC WEST April/May 2021

Combatting these challenges can be done a few ways—
one of those being understanding machine conditions. While
machine type does play a small factor, machine condition
is more detrimental. Machinists must ask themselves, is the
spindle rigid? Is the alignment reasonable or near zero runout on a lathe? Knowing these factors can greatly benefit
or cause significant issues when trying to machine stainless
steel. Additionally, running through the tool coolant provides
significant tool life advantages over flood coolant. Ultimately, due to its alloying elements, more torque and horsepower
is required to drill stainless than typical steel or aluminum
materials.
These challenges in stainless applications can also be resolved by working with a more aggressive geometry to attempt to get the chip to form. In austenitic stainless like 316,
it is best to use a geometry with a higher rake angle to produce a more manageable chip; however, when working with
a harder material such as PH stainless, this method is not effective. In this instance, increasing the rake angle causes the
cutting edge to weaken—in turn reducing tool life.
Nevertheless, the benefits of stainless are so numerous
that it is beneficial to overcome these challenges when possible. Corrosion resistance is one of the key benefits of stainless steel. Because a number of grades of stainless are highly
corrosion resistant, it is the material of choice in applications
where weather or corrosive materials will be in direct con-

tact. For example in the energy industry, electrical wiring that
is run through the ocean for offshore wind farms is made out
of stainless steel or a high temp alloy material because of its
corrosion resistance, which does not allow salt water to negatively impact it as it does other materials.
The food industry is another industry where stainless
steel is often used. Stainless steel’s chromium composition,
which must be a minimum of 10%, is highly reactive to oxygen environments. This forms a strong, unreactive barrier on
the surface of stainless steel, making it the material of choice
for the food industry. Finally, the naturally high strength of
stainless steel as well as its resistance to corrosion and weather make it a vital material for the aerospace industry in terms
of precision parts, fittings, and other components.
All in all, stainless steel is not a material that can be
brought into a machine shop to machine straightaway; every
aspect must be reviewed prior to machining stainless steel.
Not only do machinists need to firmly understand the different grades of stainless and their properties, but they also need
to examine machine capabilities. Yes, tool ear and excellent
chip formation are challenges that one will face when drilling
stainless. Fortunately, these can be managed through proper
coolant usage and correct choice of insert geometries, coatings and substrates.
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Congratulations on your new Swiss Lathe purchase!

MOTOREX OILS

Free Drum of Swisscut NF-X for a new Swiss Lathe

In-Stock
Next Day Delivery
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Motorex Oil of Switzerland

Empower peak performance for medical/ortho part production
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HOW CAD/CAM GIVES YOUTH A SECOND
CHANCE AT NEW BRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL

Article Supplied by Lynn Gorman Communications

W

arren Helgeson began his teaching career
as any instructor might. After graduating,
he earned a position as an Industrial Arts
teacher in a public school system. He worked there for over
25 years, teaching manufacturing technology to countless
middle school students. But when an unconventional
position came open in a nearby system, Helgeson
considered a change. “I saw an opportunity to move into a
high school setting, but it was a very unique setting. It’s in
a correctional facility for youth offenders,” he said. New
Bridge High School in the Three Rivers School District
provides structured education for the attendees of Rogue
Valley Youth Correctional Facility, run by the Oregon
Youth Authority. Here, young men from high school age
up to 24 years-old, are offered GED certifications, high
school diplomas, individualized education programs,
and career training certificates. The offered certificates

Warren Helgeson has been teaching at New Bridge’s Manufacturing
Technology Lab since its opening in 2016.
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include barbering, culinary arts, library sciences, welding,
and construction.
The new Manufacturing Technology lab within New
Bridge High School, built in 2016, is outfitted with a
Laguna Swift gantry style CNC machine and a 3D printer.
The connected computer laboratory boasts 12 stations
with Mastercam CAD/CAM software, furnished by
certified Reseller, Northwest Technical Products, Inc.
(Port Orchard, WA). Helgeson teaches CAD programming
in the Applied Technology lab and the application of
machining concepts with woodworking projects. Most
of the students only attend New Bridge for three or four
months – not enough time to fully prepare them for a
programming or operating career. Nor do all the young
men have an inclination to go into CNC machining after
graduation. That’s no problem for Helgeson, though. He
said that his goal as a teacher is not getting his students
through a course; it’s rewiring their brain. His focus is
on instilling all kinds of life skills with his students. “It’s
multi-level skill development. We want to get these
students either ready to engage in community college or
go into the working world,” Helgeson explained.
One of the most crucial skills for any successful adult
is problem-solving, in his opinion. To teach that, he knew
he needed the perfect tool. He found the solution in his
CAD/CAM software. “Teaching Mastercam is a great
way to teach problem solving, and I think that’s the most
transferable skill for moving into any occupation,” he said.
“They’re provided with a set of tools and a goal, and they
have to figure out which tool to use to do each operation.
Later in life, they’ll be presented with a different set of
tools and different goals, but the process is the same.”
The program encourages students to be critical thinkers
CNC WEST April/May 2021

One of Helgeson’s favorite projects is a children’s rocking chair that can be dissembled for transportation. The biggest obstacle for the team was perfecting the tight fits
in the chair’s interlocking joints, a vital part of the process if the chair was to be disassembled and reassembled smoothly. Helgeson originally obtained the basic plans
for the rocking chairs from a local woodworking supplier and challenged a couple of students to figure out how to convert them to a CNC project. The young men laid
out the plans on cardboard, took all the measurements, and transferred the data to the CAD/CAM software.

and to experiment creatively, while also strengthening
students’ math, english, science, direction-following, and
trial and error skills.
To illustrate his point, Helgeson uses Wireframe
drafting as an example. The intuitive interface simplifies
the overwhelmingly powerful software so that any
novice can learn quickly. Hegelson’s students practice
dimensioning and designing within the Wireframe for a
good portion of their time at New Bridge. “We use it in
a very traditional drafting format. We teach them where
the tools are, what they do, how to use them. We ask them
to get things to connect up, and to model what we show
them.” He first teaches his students to use the lettering
feature to label components within their model to keep
track of their progress and different sections. As they
progress, Helgeson introduces the Level feature to overlay
different models or to import artwork that his students
can trace. Later, he invites them to call on that knowledge
to design their own logos and signs. The most valuable
feature, though, is the built-in simulation. The Backplot
and Verify functions simulate the entire machining
environment: the tool, the tool holder, and the stock
material. When using this modeling, Helgeson’s students
are free to program to the extent of their creativity, finding

out where their limits lie without ever damaging material.
“What really engages them is the opportunity to cut
out a project on the CNC machine that they’ve designed
all by themselves, and especially to teach that process to
their peers. They don’t need to sit still and be lectured
all day; they need to create with their own hands,” said
Helgeson. One of his favorite projects is a children’s
rocking chair that can be dissembled for transportation.
He explained, “You can pull a pin in the back and take it
all apart, and then putting it back together is a kind of
puzzle.”
He originally obtained the basic plans from a local
woodworking supplier and challenged a couple of
students to figure out how to convert them to a CNC
project. The young men laid out the plans on cardboard,
took all the measurements, and transferred the data to the
CAD/CAM software. “They went from design to creation
to product improvement in two weeks,” he recalled. “The
first iteration had a few glitches, but by the third, they had
a complete product that they wanted to keep improving
even then.” The biggest obstacle for the team was perfecting
the tight fits in the chair’s interlocking joints, a vital part
of the process if the chair was to be disassembled and
reassembled smoothly. Helgeson was especially grateful

The Manufacturing Technology Lab’s Laguna Swift gantry style CNC router is where students cut out the pieces for their woodworking projects. “What really engages
them is the opportunity to cut out a project on the CNC machine that they’ve designed all by themselves, and especially to teach that process to their peers. They don’t
need to sit still and be lectured all day; they need to create with their own hands,” said Helgeson.
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Helgeson encourages his students to explore the software’s capabilities and
their own creativity to produce truly unique products.

The software gave each student the ability to create their own chair. Many
adapted the plans into full-sized Adirondack chairs.

for the complication; he knew that achieving good fits
is of major importance in any manufacturing career his
students might pursue.
The software gave each of the students the opportunity
to find their own solution. More students joined the
project, adding cut-out shapes or redesigning the chair
to fit an adult. Eventually Helgeson’s students even sold
a few prototypes at a OAVNSP (Oregon Association of
Vocational Special Needs Personnel) conference in Hood
River, Oregon.
While his main concern is always on inspiring his
students to take their futures into their own hands, some
of Helgeson graduates go on to Rogue Community College
to earn their one-year CNC machining certification
degree. He revealed that RCC’s program was another
main reason that his students learn Mastercam; he wants
his graduates to be familiar with the most widely-used
CAD/CAM software in the machining industry, which is
what RCC and most of the nearby shops use. “We have
a door manufacturer two blocks from here who has said
that they want to hire someone with CAD experience.
They’re willing to do in-house training with employees

on their machinery, but that software training gets my
students in the door,” he said. That final placement of a
graduate in a permanent position cements the positive
change that Helgeson and New Bridge facilitate.
Helgeson is firm in his belief that each and every one of
his students can find themselves a stable career if given the
right opportunity. “There’s always a tremendous amount
of change that occurs within these young men who
have been removed from the environment where they
committed whatever it was to get them sent here. Once
they are in a safe environment without that whirlwind of
influence, you can imagine the change,” he said proudly.
Many of New Bridge’s students are having their first real
experience with formal schooling and positive male role
models. The disciplinary problems Helgeson had had over
the past 12 years number in the single digits, a testament
to the effect a steady schedule, three meals a day, and
overall stabilization can have on these young men. “These
youth have been removed from the situation where they
engaged in criminal activity. They’ve been given a second
opportunity to engage in their education and in treatment
for their criminal activity. They’re given the chance to
reenter society and their local community
as productive individuals. To see that
transformation, to see them light up when
they succeed with something, that’s what
I’m here for. I just have a feeling deep in my
heart that this helps them.” Even though
Helgeson could never have guessed that he
would end up teaching at New Bridge, he
knows now that it was exactly what he was
meant to do, and the dozens of students he
has inspired are better for it.

Hegelson’s students practice dimensioning and designing within the Wireframe
for a good portion of their time at New Bridge.
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Three affordable
ZEISS machines

DuraMax LTE
$53,000

Spectrum
$75,000

O-Inspect
$65,000

Prices include installation
Calibration
Training
Computer/Software
Warranty
Contact your local Exclusive Distributor for more information.
AZ, UT, CO, NM
Total Quality Systems
Todd Johnson
602-228-3863
todd@tqscorp.com
Southern California
Total Quality Systems
Todd Johnson
602-228-3863
CNC WEST April/May 2021
todd@tqscorp.com

Northern California & NV
Precision Tool
Frank Black
408-774-1274
fblack@pretool.com

ID, MT, WY
King Machine
George Cobb
208-345-9600
george@kingmach.com

Oregon, Washington
Western Metrology
Tom Zitzelberger
503-559-5255
www.CNC-West.com
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UPDATE
ON LIVE
TOOLING

A REVIEW OF THIS MACHINING METHOD, THE BASIC CONCEPTS
AND SOME EXCITING DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TECHNOLOGY
Article Supplied by Preben Hansen, President, Platinum Tooling Technologies Inc., Prospect Heights, IL

L

ive tooling, as a component on a lathe, is
specifically manipulated by the CNC to perform
various milling, drilling and other operations
while the workpiece is being held in position by the main
or sub spindle. These components, whether BMT or VDI,
are also called driven tools, as opposed to static tools,
that are used during turning operations. All live and
static tools are built per the machine tool builder’s
specification for each of the various models they
produce. A key to running a successful job shop or
production department is to partner with a supplier
who can meet the tooling needs for all or most of the
machines on your floor.
Most often, live tooling is offered in standard
straight and 90º angle head configurations with
a wide range of tool output clamping systems,
including ER collet chuck, arbor, Weldon, Capto,
whistle notch, hydraulic, HSK, CAT, ABS and a
variety of custom or proprietary systems developed
by the many suppliers to the industry.
When the need arises for a new machine tool,
careful consideration should be made to determine
which live tools are appropriate for your application.
While a standard machine tool package will help
you get started, it is important to anticipate job and
volume changes, as well any unforeseen machining
44
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challenges from the beginning, in order to avoid machine
downtime. This short article is meant to give you a set of
parameters to consider when evaluating the live and static
tooling to use in your shop or production department.
Simply stated, you need to do as much evaluation of your
process, when determining the proper tooling to be used,

Universal style adjustable tool might be the ideal solution for families of parts.
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as you did when you evaluated
the various machines available
for purchase. This fact is often
overlooked and that can be a
critical error, in the long run.
Your examination can range
from the simple (external vs.
internal coolant, for example)
to the sublime (adjustable or
multi-spindle
configurations)
to the custom tool, that may be
required and built to suit your
special application. Finding a
supplier who has an in-house
machine shop for the preparation
of special tools is a great valueadd.
Tool life is the product of
cutting
intensity,
materials
processed, machine stability
and, of course, piece parts
produced. Two seemingly identical job shops can have
vastly different tooling needs because one is automotive
and one is medical, or one specializes in the one-off
and low-volume work, while the other has a greater
occurrence of longer running jobs. The totality of your
operation determines the best tooling for the machines
being purchased.
Bearing construction and the resulting spindle
concentricity drive the life of any tool. You might find
that just a 10-15% greater investment in a better design
can yield both longer lasting cutters and consistently
superior finish on your products. Of course, the stability
and rigidity of the machine tool are always critical
factors. Bevel and spur gears that are
hardened, ground and lapped in sets are
best for smooth transition and maximum
torque output. Taper roller bearings are
consistently superior to spindle bearings
in live tool milling applications, so look for
a combination system to get the highest
rigidity possible. Also, look for an internal
vs. external collet nut, so the cutting tool
seats more deeply in the tool, as superior
performance will result.
Likewise, high pressure internal
coolant might be desirable. Look for 2000
psi capabilities in 90º tools and 1000 psi in
straight tools.
You need to ask another question,
namely, is the turret RPM sufficient to
handle the work to be done? It’s possible
that a live tool with a built-in speed
CNC WEST April/May 2021

The combination of taper roller bearings and spindle
bearings are best for live tool rigidity.

increaser, often called a speed multiplier, would be helpful.
Would it be beneficial to move secondary operations to
your lathe? Gear hobbing can be accomplished in this
manner, as can producing squares or flats, through the
use of polygon machining.
Standard live tooling most often is best suited to
production work, where the finish, tolerances and cutter
life are critical, while quick-change systems may be better
suited to the shop producing families of products and
other applications where the tool presetting offline is a
key factor in keeping the shop at maximum productivity.
It’s a given in our industry that when the machine isn’t
running, the money isn’t coming.
Multi-spindle tool brings improved cutting capacity to your lathe.
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Now, an application example showing clear evidence
of the value of testing live tool performance…
One company was performing a cross-milling
application using an ER 32 output tool on a Eurotech lathe,
running 10 ipm at 4000 rpm. They were making three
passes with a cycle time of 262 seconds and were having
difficulties with chatter on the finish, while producing
20,000 pieces per year. The annual cost of the machining
was over $130,000. By using an alternative live tool with
an ER 32AX output, internal collet nut design, with the
same parameters, they were able to produce the part in a
single pass with a smooth finish and cycle time of just 172
seconds. Over the course of the year, this yielded a cost
savings of $45,000, approximately 20x the cost of the tool.
The bottom line is the bottom line, as the accountants tell
us.
In the end, you may not need a universal adjustable
tool or a multi-spindle live holder or even a quick-change
adapter system but do consider all these options. Talk
to your machine builder and several tool suppliers, plus
the most important people in this equation, your shop
personnel, as their input is invaluable to keeping you up
and running in a profitable, customer-satisfying scenario.
The author welcomes questions, comments and
additional input from readers. Please contact Preben
Hansen at 847-749-0633 or phansen@platinumtooling.
com. Mr. Hansen has over 30 years in tooling and is
considered a leading authority on the topic in the North
American machine tool market.
Internal clamping nut seats the cutting tool closer to the bearings.

This opens the discussion of long-term flexibility and
it’s the most often overlooked consideration in buying live
tools. You might ask, what work do you currently have
in the shop and what work will be coming in the future?
The overall economies of a changeable adapter system on
your tooling may be a consideration not often made when
your focus is centered on the machine being purchased.
Dedicated tools for large families of products may often be
desirable for some applications, but do consider whether
a flexible changing system would be more appropriate.
Talk to your tooling supplier for the various options,
before making that determination.
If standard ER tooling is suitable for the work, there
are many good suppliers. It is important though, to pay
close attention to the construction aspects noted above.
For a quick-change or changeable adapter system, there
are fewer suppliers in the market, so seek them out and
be sure they can supply the product styles you need for all
your lathe brands.
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Shown here is a standard BMT cross working tool.
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Can your Wire EDM or Laser accurately cut Alumina Ceramic?
Quartz? Carbon Fiber? Peek? Foam? Sapphire?
G10? Beryllium Copper? Silicon Carbide?
No, it can’t… because it’s not a High Performance Micro Waterjet
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact and Totally Enclosed
Kerf down to .008”
Positional accuracy +/- .0001”
Ultra fast speeds with high acceleration/deceleration
Non-thermal cutting with no material limits
Zero backlash linear motors with Invar linear scales
Highest end Fanuc 31i with user-friendly HMI interface
Besides Advanced Materials we cut Ferris and nonferrous metals very well, very accurately and very fast
• Available in 3 axis, 4 axis, 5 axis (Multi-configurations)

To discuss the possibilities contact: HS&S Machine Tool 408.980.8909 or info@hsands.com
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ELIMINATE MIST AND
SMOKE IN YOUR SHOP
With more than 150,000 units operating in over 50 countries
worldwide, the Royal Filtermist is the metalworking industry’s
leading mist collector.
• Continuous high-efficiency – even in high-pressure applications
that produce sub-micron sized particles.
• Low cost, simple installation, and minimal maintenance requirements.
• Clean, healthy shop air helps attract and retain top talent.
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Industry News
CNC Software Appoints
New Marketing Director

CNC Software, Inc., the developers
of Mastercam, announced that Paco
Agrafojo has been hired in the role of
marketing director. Agrafojo’s experience within the industrial and manufacturing
industry
includes
creating
m a r ket and
product
strategies for
s e v eral top
brands in
his 20+
years of
experience.
“I am very proud to join the CNC
Software family at such a critical time
of growth,” said Agrafojo. “I look forward to driving engagement with the
Mastercam brand through partnerships
with key customers, influencers and
ultimately end-users. As a leader in
the CNC industry, it is also important
for Mastercam to focus on inspiring
the next generation of machinists,
programmers and engineers.”
Sandy Moffat, chief market officer,
commented, “As we continue to grow
our brand and presence, we are thrilled
to have Paco join our ever-expanding
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team. He comes to us with a very solid
background in creating market and
product strategies, and with experience
that will help benefit CNC Software
worldwide.”

LNS Helps Nonprofit Provide Fracture Surgery to
the Injured Poor

In keeping with its ongoing commitment to support global humanitarian actions, LNS provides significant
discounts to organizations such as
SIGN Fracture Care.
“In many parts of the world, a person with a bone fracture may not heal
properly due to the absence of adequate
facilities, lack of orthopedic education
and unavailability of implant tools and
devices,” said an LNS spokesperson.
“SIGN Fracture Care’s mission is to
provide these resources at no cost to
hospitals and patients in developing
countries so that every injured person
can quickly heal and return to work
or school.”
One aspect of the organization’s
mission is to provide orthopedic instruments and implants that are designed
and manufactured in its Richland, WA,
facility. LNS bar feeders, chip conveyors and other products enable the
factory’s CNC machines to efficiently
produce these high-precision devices.
According to SIGN, the amount of
the LNS discount on a recent purchase
allows the organization to provide a life
repairing implant to 65 people.
Thus far SIGN Fracture Care enables 368 hospitals in 56 countries to
improve the well-being of their patients. “The people of LNS are proud to
assist SIGN in furthering this important
work,” said the spokesperson. Sign
Fracture Care is a 501(c) (3) nonprofit
organization.
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Oerlikon Balzers Expands
Service Offerings in the
US With Largest Customer Center in the US Western Region

Recently Oerlikon Balzers, has
started production at its new customer
center in the east of Los Angeles, CA.
Being the largest in the US Western
region and equipped with the latest
coating technology, the new coating
centre will allow Oerlikon Balzers to
supply coating services for cutting,
plastic & aluminium injection and
metal forming tools, and also for the
precision components business.
Oerlikon Balzers’ new coating center is in Rancho Cucamonga located
in the greater Los Angeles area will
be serving many American important
industries of the Western Coast.Oerlikon Balzers has invested in the latest
machinery and technology in order to
deliver high-quality products and additional services. The proximity to the
customers with their industrial centers
located on the West Coast enables
Oerlikon Balzers to accelerate delivery
times significantly.
A wide range of coatings are available for an almost unlimited number
of applications for precision components, cutting, forming, aluminium
die casting and plastics processing.
Alongside the classic BALINIT PVD
ThinFilm coatings, Oerlikon Balzers
also offers BALINIT ALCRONA PRO
and BALINIT LATUMA for high-
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Industry News
Primus Aerospace Adopts
VELO3D’s Titanium AM
System

performance tools.
Steve Crowley, president of Oerlikon Balzers North America, said: “At
Oerlikon Balzers, we expect a postCorona upturn in the US economy. A
new era of service and productivity has
recently begun on the West Coast. The
Los Angeles coating center is another
important milestone for Oerlikon Balzers being the largest in US West.

joined the VELO3D partner network
with the purchase of a Ti6Al4V Sapphire® metal additive manufacturing
(AM) system.
This is the first titanium-dedicated
metal 3D printer from VELO3D that

Primus Aerospace—a leading
contract manufacturing partner to aeroai161170201421_CNC
West-APR-MAY 2020-CGTech-PRINT.pdf
space, defense
& space OEMs—has
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Weldon Solutions Celebrating 20-Year ESOP
Milestone

Weldon Solutions, a manufacturer
of CNC cylindrical grinders and robotic automation systems, is celebrating
its 20-year anniversary of employee
ownership.
“Over the past two decades, Weldon
Solutions has continued to innovate
and deliver high-quality CNC grinders
that customers have come to expect for
nearly 50 years. Through the ESOP
structure, Weldon Solutions has continued to invest in cutting-edge technologies, including integrated automation
solutions using robotics, to expand its
offerings and write the next growth
chapter in its history,” said a company
spokesperson. “These investments
have fueled steady sales growth, which
has increased the value of employee
shares and led to ongoing team expansion.” Weldon Solutions now has a
team of 40 employee owners.
Offering a wide range of robotic
solutions. Weldon Solutions became a
Certified Service Provider for FANUC
Robotics in July 2019. Most recently,
Weldon Solutions joined the 3M Robotics Network as a Select System
Integrator for 3M’s Abrasive Systems
Division.
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will be used solely for aerospace
& defense applications. Primus has
identified VELO3D’s AM system as
a solution for many applications they
currently produce, including cube
satellites, hypersonics and turbine
engines.
The Colorado-based company is a
top-tier supplier for the leading defense
primes and the majority of aerospace
OEMs, including Lockheed, Boeing,
Northrop Grumman, General Dynamics, and Raytheon.
The partnership with VELO3D will
enable Primus Aerospace to deliver
unique design freedom and highestquality AM services to their customers.
Using the VELO3D manufacturing
solution, Primus is looking to unlock
powerful design and manufacturing

capabilities that will enable the realization of previously unattainable geometries and optimized solutions as well
as the exploration of novel aerospace
applications.
Primus Aerospace expects to take
delivery of the titanium Sapphire®
System in Q1 2021 and will begin offering titanium printing at their facility
located in Golden, Colorado.

Mastercam Makes Channel Changes to Better
Serve Educational
Customers

CNC Software, Inc., developer
of Mastercam, CAD/CAM software
platform, has announced that its U.S.

industrial channel will now also serve
its educational customers throughout
the country. This move brings the
company’s global distribution channel
into alignment and supports efforts to
bring educational customers and industrial manufacturers closer together for
mutual benefit.
Mastercam Resellers outside of the
U.S. have always serviced both industrial and educational customers within
their regions, so fully committing to
that model in the U.S. brings the channel into alignment worldwide. CNC
Software has successfully tested this
approach in the U.S. for many years
in states such as Ohio, Michigan, and
Iowa. Now, the company has moved all
states under the same model.
With this change, educational in-

Problem Solvers Wanted!
CNC SERVICE TECHNICIANS
Inland Empire | Orange County | San Diego Counties
Haas Factory Outlet Anaheim, Southern California's Haas distributor, is
seeking highly motivated, Junior and Senior level Field Service Technicians to
install, troubleshoot, and repair Haas CNC machine tools. The ideal, dynamic
candidate must have great communication skills, be tech-savvy and have the
ability to work independently. Candidates must live in or be willing to move to
the Orange County, San Diego and/or Inland Empire area(s). This position
may also require some limited travel throughout beautiful Southern California.

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?
Send your inquiry and resume to:
RESUMES@mtscnc.com

A DIVISION OF MACHINING TIME SAVERS, INC.
1338 So. State College Pkwy. Anaheim, California 92806 | ph. 714-635-7373
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stitutions gain the benefit of greater
connection with the industrial network
of manufacturers using Mastercam.
They gain direct access to the industrial channel’s deep knowledge of the
Mastercam product, advanced technical support, post integration, training,
and onsite assistance. Additionally, the
Resellers form a much-needed conduit
between educational and industrial
customers. This connection will enable
better partnerships between schools
and their local industry, which can lead
to more effective and successful job
placement for students.
The company maintains an education department dedicated to supporting the educational market through
sponsorships and involvement with
organizations such as WorldSkills,
SkillsUSA, Project MFG, National Ro-

botics League, First Robotics, NASA
HUNCH, and SAE International, as
well as a partnership with TITANS of
CNC Academy. The department also
manages the Mastercam Educators
Alliance, connecting instructors with
each other, training opportunities, and
subject matter experts in support of
teaching excellence.

Fanuc CNC and Robotics Integration Simplifies
Operations

Fanuc America, a leading factory
automation solutions provider, introduces the next step in complete robotics and CNCs integration for more
efficient operations. Fanuc CNCs now
have the ability to control connected

Fanuc robots providing machine tending or other assistance through Fanuc’s
Quick and Simple Startup of Robotization (QSSR).
Fanuc’s QSSR is a complete package that simplifies the connection of
a Fanuc robot to a Fanuc controlled
machine tool. The new QSSR G-code
feature allows operators and machine
tool builders to program robots easily
through the Fanuc CNC in ISO standard G-code format. Those unfamiliar
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with robotic programming language
will no longer require additional training or specialists because the programming can be performed with G-codes.
A reliance on a separate teach pendant
for the robot is also greatly reduced
with the capability of robotic programming and operation through the CNC
user interface.
Fanuc’s QSSR not only makes
connecting a Fanuc robot through a
high-speed Ethernet cable to a machine tool easy, but also simplifies the
setup, programming and operation.
The QSSR G-code feature is available
on Fanuc CNC Series Oi-F, Oi-F Plus,
30i-B and 30i-B Plus.

DNC

networking &
communication

Hurco North America Announces New Apprenticeship Program

Hurco North America announced
the launch of a new apprenticeship
program. The Field Service Apprenticeship (FSA) is a 2-year program that
starts with a 12-week industry training
that merges hands-on training and repair of CNC machines with classroom
materials.
Cory Miller, general manager of
Hurco North America, said, “We are
fortunate to have a tenured service and
support team at Hurco. The knowledge
they have amassed is extremely valuable and the FSA program will allow
them to transfer that knowledge to the
next generation of service engineers

with intensive training about the machine tool industry, how they are built,
the technology that powers our CNC
machines, how to diagnose issues, and
service machines.”
While candidates with a degree or
working toward one are encouraged
to apply, candidates who are mechanically inclined with no industry or engineering experience are also encouraged
to apply for the FSA. “We know there
are people outside our industry who
would excel at a career as a service
engineer for machine tools, but might
not have been exposed to our industry.
We believe the FSA will be important
to bridge the skills gap and introduce
more people to the machine tool industry, which benefits the industry as
a whole,” said Miller.

SHOP DATA
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& control

collection
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monitoring
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upgrades
& wifi

Tools For Survival
Software geared for lean manufacturing,
shop floor automation and Industry 4.0
Toll Free : (877) 611-5825
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“If you have a strong work ethic,
like to learn how things work, like
hands-on training, and want a career
instead of a job, this apprenticeship is

for you,” said Mark Gilmore, service
manager for Hurco North America.
Field service engineers will ultimately be ambassadors for Hurco

Companies, Inc.—working to provide
technical support, training, and service
of state-of-the-art CNC machines at
customers’ facilities across the country. Continuous training on emerging
technologies in CNC controls, robot
integration, 5-axis machine and multispindle lathe installation, repair, and
applications will also be provided long
after completion of the apprenticeship.

EXSYS Tool Transitions
into EXSYS Automation

After 25 years of serving the manufacturing sector as EXSYS Tool, Inc.,
with its high-precision Eppinger toolholders, the company has announced
its expansion into a new realm of
manufacturing solutions under the new
name of EXSYS Automation, Inc.
The transition reflects the company’s broadened focus on automation solutions with the introduction of
Eppinger robotics, rotary tables and
other systems to help customers further
increase machine tool output. The new
company will also continue to offer its
PRECI-FLEX modular tooling system
as well as its other toolholding products and gear box solutions along with
tooling repair services and applications
expertise.
“For today’s manufacturers, EXSYS Automation will offer new highquality Eppinger products designed to
revolutionize chipmaking, maximize
productivity and reduce per part costs
to boost their competitiveness,” said a
company spokesperson. Additionally,
the company will offer IIoT-ready
plug-in indexers and a range of robotic
components all designed and built by
German manufacturer ESA Eppinger
GmbH.
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Machinery Sales Co. Wins
Kitamura Outstanding
Achievement in Sales
Award

Machinery Sales Co. (MASCO),
one of the Pacific Southwest’s most
dynamic full-service distributors of
metal-cutting machine tools, today announced its selection as the winner of
the “Outstanding Achievement” award
from Kitamura Machinery.
According to Dave Lucius, vice
president of Sales at Kitamura Machinery of USA: “2020 presented formidable challenges to [the machine tool]
industry. The COVID-19 pandemic
limited most face to face contact with
our customers. Travel restrictions combined with 737 MAX issues at Boeing,
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devastated [the] commercial aerospace
industry. Foreign oil price wars hurt
[the] energy segment and the automotive market remained in a slump. With
that said, the MASCO team exceeded
goals in unit sales, sales revenue, and
market share. Again, this is a remarkable accomplishment!”
MASCO carries top-of-the-line

www.CNC-West.com

products and helps its customers implement them to streamline manufacturing
processes. Founded in 1938, MASCO
specializes in providing expert solutions to help businesses succeed in
today’s competitive marketplace. The
company provides service and support
to the entire range of the manufacturing
spectrum, including aerospace, defense, medical and dental, recreation,
computer component makers, and job
shops.

Sigma Labs and DMG
MORI Announce Worldwide Agreement
Sigma Labs, Inc., a developer
of quality assurance software for
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the commercial metal 3D printing
industry, has been selected by DMG
MORI as the preferred melt pool
monitoring system for its LASERTEC SLM machines.
“Engineering teams from both
companies worked extensively to test
the integrated solution to ensure that
it meets the demanding needs of industrial manufacturers utilizing DMG
MORI’s family of metal 3D printers.
DMG MORI will be providing an
interface with its printers ensuring that
the systems are PrintRite3D Ready,”
said a spokesperson.
“After rigorous testing we are
pleased to announce that PrintRite3D
has been selected as our preferred solution for melt pool monitoring for our
LASERTEC SLM line of 3D printers,”
said Mathias Wolpiansky, managing
director, DMG MORI Additive GmbH.
“Our partnership offers our customers
the best integrated and most advanced
melt pool monitoring solution in the
market today. We look forward to
working with Sigma’s engineering
team to continue enhancing our integration and deliver more innovative
solutions in the coming year.”
IN4.OS is a privately held Industry
4.O focused organization that offers
scalable solutions to companies in the
strategic sectors. “By harnessing the
power of artificial intelligence, digital
technologies, cyber-physical systems
and talent development, it is assisting
these companies to make the leap to the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry
4.0) and developing the next generation of U.S. manufacturing, which
is future-focused, resilient and location
agnostic (terrestrial and extraterrestrial),” said the spokesperson.
According to The World Economic
Forum, “COVID-19 has demonstrated
the importance of digital readiness,
which allows business and life to
continue as usual-as much as possible-during pandemics. Building the
necessary infrastructure to support
a digitized world and stay current in
the latest technology will be essential
CNC WEST April/May 2021

for any business or country to remain
competitive in a post-COVID-19
world.” The WEF report lists Supply
Chain 4.0 and 3D printing as two of 10
technology trends that can help build a
more resilient society.

Selway Machine Tool
Adds Director Of Additive

Selway Machine Tool Co. announces Robert Coffron as their director of
additive. Robert will be responsible
for the growth of their additive brands
- Desktop Metal, BigRep, HP, and

www.CNC-West.com

MakerBot.
“With over a decade
of additive experience, Robert brings
incredible technical understanding of
product design/manufacturing process
and material capabilities,” states VP
of marketing and sales, Zack Selway.
Based out of their San Francisco Bay
Area headquarters, Robert will support
all our territories with 3D printing solutions. Robert said “Working at Selway
was a no brainer.”
Selway has 50 plus years helping
manufacturing design and develop
products, and I look forward to building out the additive division,” stated
Robert Coffron.
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New 3-Flute Replaceable
Tip Drills
—Ingersoll

Ingersoll’s new TwistSFeed drill
family features a 3-flute quick-change
tip with an upgraded clamping mechanism designed to maximize produc-

tivity. Ingersoll reports that unlike
conventional 3-flute solid carbide
drills, TwistSFeed utilizes a unique,
self-centering point to ensure optimal
performance, precision and stability for
all applications.
Ingersoll reports that TwistSFeed
reduces costs by improving tool life as
well as achieving higher productivity
due to multiple flutes along with new
IN2205 coating designed for steel and
cast iron applications. The clamping
mechanism allows for the simple
replacement of drill tips as well as accommodating multiple tip diameters
per drill body facilitating economical
stock management for end users.
Tips are available in diameters from
.6299”-8288” and bodies include 3xD
and 5xd L:D ratios.

New Positioning and
Clamping Additions
—Jergens

Jergens Inc. announces expanded
multi-rail solutions for its OK Vise
range of low-profile modular clamping.
The additions include a number of parallels and side guides for positioning,
as well as Clamp and Stop Modules
to hold workpieces securely during

WEBB MA SERIES SUPER
PRECISION LATHES
W

18” to 50” Swings, Beds to 280”, Spindle Bores to 12”

WEBB Heavy-Duty MA Series Lathes
Models with 18” & 21” Swing also available

MA 30”/33”

Bed Lengths to 240”
MA 25” Bed Lengths to 160”

Phone: 951-277-8885

https://www.webbmachinery.com
email: admin@webbmachinery.com
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machining.
T Slot, magnetic (including a tall
version) and Snap-in Parallels assist in
the positioning of a workpiece on the
RM rail, avoiding contact with the serrations through a raised datum surface.
Choose from T-nut, magnetic mount
or snap-in for even faster installation.
Mechanical and magnetic Side Guides
also assist in positioning the workpiece
on the multi-rail. They are mounted
either to the tapped holes in the side
of the rail or via the strong magnet
for a wide range adjustment and the
ability to move rapidly from one location to another. Users can adjust each
side guide for a specific product while
keeping the guide ready for the next
production batch.
Holding workpieces securely with

OK Vise is done with clamp and stop
modules. New B and D series clamp
modules feature a standard clamp
combined with a riser plate (B Series
only), socket head cap screw, and tnut, as well as a choice of jaw faces –
smooth, serrated, mixed and mounting
jaw. Stop modules hold fast against
clamping pressure and are available
in several styles including smooth,
serrated, knife, V-stops – both vertical
and horizontal – and more.
In total, these workholding innovations perform with high repeatability
on Jergens OK Vise Multi-Rail system,
a unique general-purpose workholding
solution. Several advantages of this
system include near-endless fixture
configurations, holding and machining
challenging workpieces both large and

Boom Aerospace Relies
on Verisurf Software

“When you
are designing and
building a supersonic
commercial aircraft,
precision and quality
verification of every
part is critical.”
Todd Wyatt

Metrologist, Boom Aerospace
CNC WEST April/May 2021
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small including multiples clamped simultaneously, and the ability to mount
to the Jergens QLS Grid System.

Expanded Capacity Bar
Puller
—Accudyne Products

Accudyne Products introduces its
expanded capacity bar puller for CNC
lathe automation. The new EZ-Puller
expanded capacity supports larger
round bar diameters of .093” to 2.00”
and weighs of up to 100lbs. Hex bar
capacity of .250” to 1.375”, and square
bar capacity of .250” to 1.000” are
pulled without an M19 (spindle orientation) function.
The EZ-Puller is an auto-adjusting

“Verisurf software works with all
our measuring devices and CAD
files, and those used by our supply
chain. Using Verisurf as a common
measurement platform has improved
quality and efficiency in inspection,
reverse engineering, tool building
and assembly guidance at Boom.”

See the difference Verisurf can
make in your shop, with your parts.
Contact us today.

www.verisurf.com • 866-340-5551
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bar puller that enables automatic
operation of CNC lathes. The auto
adjust feature
is driven by
an “X” value
in the pulling
subroutine of
a lathe program. This
value represents the
distance the
tool needs to
move in the
X-axis according to the
bar diameter
being pulled.
The patented design of the EZPuller uses a cam and lifter system.
Hardened steel grippers are attached to
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hardened steel pivot arms. These arms
have an integral cam lobe machined
at the top of the arm. As the grippers
advance over the bar stock, internal
urethane springs are compressed. The
urethane springs provide a reactive
force that allows the grippers to securely hold the bar stock.
Other features of the EZ-Puller
are that it will accommodate an infinite range of sizes within its capacity without mechanical adjustment,
allowing for multiple pulls. Multiple
pulls are used for longer parts that
cannot be cost-effectively machined
in one chucking. The design of the
EZ-Puller also allows for pulling bars
with minimal projection in front of
the work-holding chuck. This characteristic allows the machinist to set-up
with as little as two gripper serrations
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(.120”) of engagement.

Machine Vision Software
Enhancements
—Vision Gauge

Methods Machine Tools, Inc.,
recently announced new software enhancements to VisionGauge OnLine,
machine vision software for automated
inspection, verification, and data collection.
One of the main upgrades improves
the speed and usability of the VisionGauge Digital Optical Comparator 700
series. The Digital Optical Comparator
700 Series is a five-axis measurement/
inspection system that obtains accurate
measurements and displays them as
crisp, high-resolution images.
The upgrade gives users two options
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to supply the measurement system with
hole coordinate data directly from a
laser, electric discharge machining
(EDM) drill, or machine tool. Once
transferred from the machine to the
Digital Optical Comparator 700 Series, users can display the data using a
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)
software package.
The VisionGauge Digital Optical
Comparator 700 Series and VisionGauge OnLine are manufactured and
produced by VisionX, Inc. VisionX
manufactures automated imaging,
visual inspection, and high-accuracy
measurement systems and inspection
machines. The company develops support software, systems, and specialized
components for machine vision, image
analysis, visual inspection, general defect detection, and metrology. Methods
Machine Tools, Inc. is the sole importer

of VisionX products in the United
States and Mexico.

LoadMate Plus Robotic
Cell From Mitsubishi Electric
—Absolute Machine Tools

The LoadMate Plus Machine
Tending Robotic Cell from Absolute
Machine Tools partner Mitsubishi
Electric Automation streamlines part
loading, unloading and palletizing in
low-to-high volume applications. It
features portability, easy setup and
programming, high performance.
Mitsubishi and Absolute jointly
designed the plug-and-play cell. It
consists of a Mitsubishi industrial
robot, a wheeled stainless steel base,
a clear polycarbonate cell enclosure
featuring a safety door with an inter-

lock switch, and a side table extension.
The cell accommodates Mitsubishi
6-axis RV-series robots ranging in load
capacity from 7 kg to 20 kg and reach
up to 1,388mm. Integrating the robot
cell with a CNC machine is a one-step
process using a single Ethernet cable,
Mitsubishi’s Direct Robot Control

Automated Multi-Sensor
Video Measuring System
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VIDEO MEASURING

High accuracy, speed, and usability
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• Nikon’s world-renowned zoom optical
system features low distortion, wide FOV,
with precise edge detection and pattern
recognition.
• Easy and accurate measurements optimized
for 2D and 3D parts
• Multi-sensor with standard vision, laser
autofocus, and touch probe
• Various stage sizes and accessories available
to help fit any application

Now available with the latest CMM-Manager software
CMM-Manager is a full feature metrology software that’s easy
to use and offers cross-platform performance for manual and
automated vision systems.
sales.nm-us@nikon.com
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function and the Mitsubishi M8 series
control. The LoadMate Plus can also
interface with other control types via
remote I/O connectivity.
Built-in casters enable users to
move the LoadMate cell from machine
to machine. The cell enclosure is designed to handle heavy payloads and
significant part momentum. Additional

guarding and fencing may not be necessary when the cell is positioned correctly in tandem or in close proximity
to the CNC machine. Depending on
the application, the cell can be secured
in position using built-in ratchet pads
or an optional floor-mount latching
system.

New Pneumatic Subplates
And Multi-Pull Stud Fixture Plates
—Jergens

Jergens Inc. announces its two new
sets of solutions within the company’s
popular Zero Point System (ZPS)
product range that provide a furtheroptimized basis for part changeover
and machining performance.
The first set of additions includes a
choice of six different pneumatic subplates, each featuring pre-installed low
pressure pneumatic clamping modules.
There are three 2-module units and
three 4-module units to suit different
machine table configurations. The
pneumatic subplates are constructed
of Fremax 15 Steel (or equivalent) and
include quick connects for changeover speed and porting for blowout

in between machining cycles. System
repeatability is less than 0.0002 in.
The second set of additions is comprised of aluminum or steel fixture
plates with pre-installed pull-studs.
The two-stud model is suitable for
two module subplates and includes
one ZPS stud and one timing stud.
The four-stud model, suitable for four
module subplates, includes ZPS and
timing studs plus two additional clearance studs.
“By adding standardized pneumatic
subplates and fixture plates, we’re offering our customers an important set
of optimized choices to make it even
easier for them to install and use ZPS”,
says Mike Antos, Workholding Solutions product manager for Jergens Inc.
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The new Sinumerik CNC
— Siemens

Siemens reports the new controller
Sinumerik One works with software to
create the machine controller and the
associated digital twin from one engineering system and thus contributes to
the seamless integration of hardware
and software.
With Sinumerik One, machine tool
builders can virtually map their entire
development processes. The virtual
preparation of machine commissioning can also reduce the duration of
actual commissioning considerably.
The virtual model of the machine
opens new possibilities for builders
and users alike. Machine concepts and
functions can be discussed and planned

CNC WEST April/May 2021

even before real hardware is available. Realistic simulation provided by
Sinumerik One enables CNC machine
users to simulate the programming of
workpieces and the setup and operation
of machine tools completely on the PC.
Even training can be carried out using
the digital twin instead of training on
the actual machine.
The innovations in software and in
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hardware of Sinumerik One, including
the possibility of creating a universal
digital twin for product and production, significantly reduces machining
time. The CNC system with integrated
Simatic S7-1500F PLC is available
in both a control cabinet-based and
panel-based version. Sinumerik One
perfectly fits into the Totally Integrated
Automation (TIA) Portal and makes a
highly efficient engineering framework
available for machine tool builders.
With Create MyVirtual Machine
and Run MyVirtual Machine, the new
CNC comes with software to create the
machine controller and its digital twin
from one engineering system.
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Enhanced StateMonitor
—HEIDENHAIN

With its new 1.3.0 software upgrade, HEIDENHAIN’s StateMonitor
system offers today’s manufacturers
a modernized and effective way to
connect their control and PC systems.
Including newly added StateMonitor
options, users involved in this Industry
4.0 connected machining initiative can
now more simply view data and evaluate control processes remotely and in
real time. This can be used to connect
and monitor both HEIDENHAIN and
non-HEIDENHAIN controls.
A uniquely easy installation and
start-up process of the StateMonitor
software on a company network is now

enabling many companies to quickly
become familiar with machine-data
acquisition. And because HEIDENHAIN is also committed to adhering
to strict user ownership of data, users
are finding their individual needs can
be met. This includes dictating the
amount and types of data collected for
viewing from their various production
facilities, as well as the specific applications evaluating it.
Some of the new 1.3.0 StateMonitor
enhancements and features include:
Maintenance Manager which allows
for appropriate organization of maintenances and recording of their execution. Signals allows for the collection
of machine-specific signals and their
monitoring over any period of time.

SAME-DAY
STYLI
Same-Day & Overnight Shipping
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Custom Designs Welcome
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Proudly USA Made

GET A FREE CATALOG OR POSTER
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And Database Enhancement which
is the transition to a more powerful
PostgreSQL database and unique IDs
enables a further reduction of access
times to the collected data.

Altera C Accuracy and
Speed Enhanced
—LK Metrology

LK Metrology has designed a new,
more efficient air bearing and carrier
which are now being fitted as standard
to its ALTERAC range of ceramicbridge, multi-sensor CMMs. By significantly augmenting the pre-load on

the structure, stiffness has been uprated
without making the guideway thicker,
leading to more precise motion control.
The results are higher measuring
accuracy, whether a touch trigger probe
or scanning probe is used, coupled
with the possibility to increase speed
of operation. The compact ALTERAC
machines, are available in three sizes
with measuring volumes of 700 x 650
x 500 mm, 1,000 x 650 x 500 mm and
1,000 x 650 x 650 mm,.
All machines now accelerate at
1,900 mm/s2, representing an increase
of 15% for the two smaller models and
20% for the largest model. Velocity is
up by 38% across the product range to
720 mm/s.
Maximum permissible measuring
CNC WEST April/May 2021
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error on all machines is now 1.7+L/333
µm when measurements are taken of
a feature L millimeters in length between 18°C and 22°C, irrespective of
whether a TP200, SP25, TP20 or PH20
probe is used. This performance represents length measurement accuracy
improvements of 22%, 22%, 32% and
43% for the four respective probes.
Optimization of the pre-loaded,
wrap-around air bearing configuration
was feasible due to the rigidity of LK’s
high-performance ceramic guideway,
which allows it to maintain structural
integrity under extreme conditions.
The inclusion of Renishaw encoders with 0.05 μm-resolution optical
scales offers high volumetric accuracy
and immunity to the ingress of con-

taminants. LK’s powerful CAMIO
DMIS-based, multi-sensor software
enables programming and measurement based on 3D CAD data, as well
as comprehensive reporting.

Reverse Engineering
From Metrology to Manufacturable Parts with
REcreate
—Hexagon

Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division unveiled REcreate, a
new software solution designed ‘from
the ground up’ to make it easier and
faster to reverse engineer parts from
metrology scan to manufacturable

model.
Designed to remove complexity,
REcreate provides a single working
environment from scan to manufacturable CAD model. The user can
prepare CAD models and drawings
from any point cloud data. Its fully
featured CAD tool suite enables users
to create complete and manufacturable
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www.colletchucks.com
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New Products
CAD models as well as 2D engineering
drawings. REcreate’s analysis tools
also enable manufacturing professionals to interrogate those 3D models and
validate whether they are manufacturable before exporting as CAD or STL
for computer aided manufacturing
(CAM) or additive manufacturing
processes.
While designed to be interoperable
and slot into a customer’s existing
processes, the solution offers additional benefits to customers that use
other Hexagon technologies in their
workflow. Sites that use Hexagon’s
portable arms for inspection can reduce
training needs by allowing any operator to read inspection data directly from
the device to reverse engineer using a
single solution.

Mastercam Mill Developments Target a Streamlined Manufacturing Process
—CNC Software

Mastercam Mill offers expanded
machining flexibility and an increased
emphasis on speed and automation.
The new 3+2 Automatic Roughing
toolpath automatically makes multiplane 3-axis toolpaths for roughing.
Mastercam analyzes the model and
stock, and then creates a roughing
toolpath. Mastercam calculates the
remaining stock and computes a new
toolpath. This continues until only a
defined amount of stock remains, and
results are all contained within one
toolpath. Multiaxis Roughing has been

enhanced and renamed to Multiaxis
Pocketing and includes new options
such as undercut roughing, wall finishing, and floor finishing.
The new Unified Multiaxis toolpath
allows you to select multiple pieces of
input geometry to generate the toolpath
pattern. Then, using those geometry
choices, the toolpath picks the best
algorithm to calculate the path.
Enhancements include the ability
to keep created passes equidistant in
3D by adding cuts in steep areas, the
capability to set the exact number of
cutting passes, reverse cutting direction, confining curves to Tool tip or
Tool contact point, as well as two new
methods in the Cut method options.
By applying Automatic and Custom
Angles to Raster Toolpaths, Master-

ROCK SOLID PRECISION
Ergonomic, simple yet powerful, we guarantee
added productivity one toolholder at a time!
Elbo Controlli Tool Presetters combine the best of both worlds for
thermal stability and optical precision. This combination provides the
highest level of repeatability and reproducibility making Elbo Controlli
Presetters ideal for most tool measuring and inspecting applications.
Granite Construction:

Precision Spindles:

Optical Vision System:

Broad Selection:

With the base and column made of
granite, inconsistent measurements
that result from temperature
variations are eliminated.

Optical Scales coupled with a dual lit
variable LED vision system ensures clear
and accurate measurements.

From simple 2-axis measurements to
integrated automatic tool management
systems, we offer presetters tailored
to your tooling environment.

847.367.4800 | sales@lyndexnikken.com

www.lyndexnikken.com
Connect With Us!
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E236+

Constructed with triple re-circulating
bearing support locations, quick
spindle change outs can be achieved
with extreme repeatability.

www.CNC-West.com

HATHOR SIX A

E346+

E46 SERIES

E460N

E68 SERIES

Visit our website
to download the
complete catalog >
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cam now automatically sets different
angles to maximize the length of the
cut pattern and/or minimize the connecting moves.
Advanced Drill, a new toolpath,
is a customizable multi-segment drill
cycle that is useful for spot drilling,
deep hole drilling, and back spot facing. Each segment of the drill cycle
can be defined in a table, and for each
segment, you can customize any or
all conditions. The new Chamfer drill
uses tools with a tip angle and chamfers holes after calculating the correct
depth based on the desired width or
depth. Additional Improvements in
Mastercam Mill include: Improved
toolpath processing time and surface

SMART wire Technology
accuracy for many Multiaxis toolpaths,
for AgieCharmilles CUT P
Toolpath Hole Definition has multiple
new enhancements, and anew function,
Series
Check Tool Reach has been added.
—GF Machining Solutions
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Trade In's
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&
Freight

We Buy & Sell Metal Working Machinery
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New Products
face quality information and metadata
when importing CAD data from neutral
or native formats, and attaches data to
the imported faces in hyperCAD®-S,
making the information available
to hyperMILL® and its machining
processes.
A new 5-axis Radial Machining
strategy allows bottle shapes and similar cavities to be easily and efficiently
programmed in hyperMILL®. For
optimal high precision machining,
hyperMILL® “High Precision Surface
Mode” and “Smooth Overlap” strategies can also be applied when using
5-axis radial machining.
For high quality surface finishes and
to simplify programming when flank
and point milling blades, hyperMILL®

2021.1 offers several enhanced multiblade strategies. Using the enhanced
strategies, any number of surfaces are
permitted for the suction and pressure
sides, making it exceptionally easy to
extend blade surfaces. Fillets with a
variable radius are supported in the
latest version of hyperMILL®. Also,
for high accuracy, the enhanced MultiBlade flank milling strategies result in
smaller deviations on the suction and
pressure side, and offer improved tool
guidance along the upper boundary in
the edge area.
hyperMILL® 2021.1 provides a
new, powerful SIMULATION Center for generic NC data in turning
and milling operations. Modeled
after the hyperMILL® VIRTUAL

It's easy to say your tooling
solves problems .
It's harder to
prove it.
We prove it
every day.

Stuck on a tough tooling challenge? Let us help.
Heimatec isn’t just a world leader in live tools, angle heads
and multi-spindle drill heads; we’re your source for problem
solving and tooling application expertise.
With years of hands-on experience and the most innovative
tooling, we are your TOTAL solution source.

Machining Center, the new, modern
SIMULATION Center is integrated in
hyperMILL®, and offers an intuitive
operating environment.
Additional new features in hyperMILL® 2021.1 include a new, easyto-use “XY Optimization” command
for optimal 3D profile finishing.

Small-Caliber Gun Barrel
Processing Cell Incorporates Drilling, Reaming
and Rifling
—Absolute Machine Tools

Absolute Machine Tools’ extensive
offering of machine tools and automation systems includes machines specifi-

Barcoding on the
shop ﬂoor?

I’ll show you how!
Standard Time®
stddme.com/shop-ﬂoor

Platinum Tooling is now the exclusive importer
of Heimatec products in North America.
16 E. Piper Lane, Ste.128
Prospect Heights, IL
847-749-0633
info@platinumtooling.com
www.platinumtooling.com
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New Products
cally engineered for drilling, reaming
and rifling of small-caliber gun barrels.
Sold under the Precihole brand name,
the machines can be combined into
processing cells that enable a manufacturer to efficiently drill, ream, and
rifle as many as 20,000 small-caliber
firearm barrels a month.
A cell is typically composed of three
machines. First, Precihole’s four-spindle gun drilling machine permits deep
drilling of four barrels simultaneously.
An open machine configuration facilitates robot access, minimizing operator involvement and supporting 24/7
operation. Depending on individual
model configuration, the machine can
drill IDs from 0.04” to 1.57” and barrel
stock from 0.4” - 4.0” OD.

at speeds up to 80 IPM. Depending the
machine model, rifling size can range
from 0.15” - 0.59”, and depth from
24” – 60”.

Next in the process is a 2-spindle
pull-reaming machine that features automation for insertion and repositioning of reamers. Reduced setup time and
rapid operating parameters (0-20 IPM
pulling speeds) support high-volume
barrel finishing and polishing. Different machine configurations handle
reaming diameters from 0.15” to 0.59”
and depths from 24” – 60.”
Finally, Precihole’s button rifling
machine forms precise barrel grooves

Comprehensive Five-Axis
Machine Tool with Automation System
—Methods Machine Tools

Methods Machine Tools, Inc.
recently released the MB 650U Automatic Manufacturing Package (MB
650U AMP).
The MB 650U AMP blends the precision and speed of Methods’ five-axis
MB 650U and the convenience of the
six-pallet Indunorm automatic pallet

Pacific Swiss & Manufacturing, Inc.
Multi-Axis CNC Swiss
Turning
CNC Swiss Micro
Machining
CNC Swiss Minature Machining

GET PRE-APPROVED NOW
Quick Approvals on New
and Used Machines

CNC Swiss Turning

Application Only Financing for
up to $500,000
1995,

CNC Swiss Micro Machining
Shown above: Micro machined parts
with table salt

Part Sizes .005” Dia. To 1-1/4” Diam with 9 Axis of Machining Capability

Pacific Swiss & Mfg., Inc.
503-557-9407

15423 S.E. Piazza Ave., Clackamas, OR 97015
sales@pacificswissmfg.com * www.pacificswissmfg.com
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7-Year Financing Available
Simple Interest Loans Available

APPLY TODAY!
credit@vfsfunding.com | www.vfsfunding.com

www.CNC-West.com
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changer (APC). The result is a versatile, high-precision machine capable of
unattended, lights-out operation.
The APC measures just 82.68” by
82.68”/2,100 millimeters (mm) by
2,100 mm. The compact APC gives the
MB 650U AMP the ability to complete
multiple workpieces without the need
for additional automation. The work
envelope spans 19.7”/500 mm in diameter and 19.7 “/500 mm in height, with
a weight of 425 pounds/192 kilograms,
allowing users to handle workpieces of
various sizes and weights with ease.
The confluence of the APC and the
48-tool automatic tool changer (ATC)
reduces setup and changeover times.
Accuracy is still at the core of the
bridge-type machining center. Features
include 21 hand-scraped surfaces, a

BLUM spindle probe, and laser tool
probe with kinematic calibration
capabilities, enabling precise, quick
workpiece measurements. All five axes
have Heidenhain scales, giving users
the capacity to obtain more accurate
measurements.
Users can take on challenging applications thanks to the BIG-PLUS 40
taper direct-drive, 15,000 RPM spindle
with 25 horsepower, while the thermal
compensation components ensure absolute stability.
The MB 650U AMP is a part of the
Methods Machining Center product
line. Developed by Methods utilizing
decades of machining experience and
manufactured by Litz Hitech Corp.,
each machine is backed by Methods’
industry-leading service and support.

All Methods Machining Centers
are engineered to precise standards,
inspected to meet strict quality and
design specifications, and comply with
ISO/ASME standards. Additionally,
the product line is the only brand of
machining centers manufactured by
a Taiwanese company with Fanuc
controls.

(NEW) STENHOJ
“ Flexipress”

FOR YOUR PRODUCT’S PERFECTION

DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT

SERVICES & PRODUCTS

25-200 Ton
Howards Machinery
714-856-2089
Dealer
Inquiries
Wecome

SERVICES

• Dimensional Inspection
• Reverse Engineering
• 3D Scanning
• CT Scanning
• Calibration
• On-Site Measurement
• Part Sorting
• Training & Consulting

PRODUCTS

• Multi-Sensor Vision Systems
• 3D Scanners
• CMMs & Portable CMMs
• Optical Comparators
• Form & Roundness Systems
• Surface Roughness Analyzers
• Metrology Software
• Custom Gages & Fixtures

•
•
•
•
•
•

15- 3/4” RAM Stroke
Fast - Min. 26 IPM Approach
Up to 52 IPM Return
Machinined Surfaces
Build Special Machines on Request
LUX Presses to 400-ton  “C FRAME”
Presses from 25 - 300 ton

CINCINNATI MILLS

Q-PLUS Labs, Irvine, CA
949.380.7758 sales@qpluslabs.com
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We have the repair parts and
accessories to keep them going.
Complete Machines Too!!
INDUSTRIAL SURPLUS MACHINERY

Cincinnatirepairparts.com
CNC WEST April/May 2021
860-796-4655

SAVE THE DATE

For further event details visit www.machinetoolexpos.com
co-located with

SEPTEMBER 1 & 2, 2021

Oregon Convention Center, Portland, OR

Northwest Machine Tool Expo, the ONLY machining and metal manufacturing
event in the Pacific Northwest, will be held on September 1 & 2, 2021 at the Oregon
Convention Center. Mark your calendar for this unique regional event that offers a
convenient and efficient way to gain exposure to customers and prospects, generate
leads, close sales, and introduce new products.

For exhibiting information contact
CNC WEST
April/May Lortz
2021
www.CNC-West.com
Joyce
at 410-598-3535
or jlortz@facilitiesexpo.com
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ERP Shop
Management
Software
For Job Shops
& Precision
Manufacturers

See Our Free Demo & Guided Tour at:

HenningSoftware.com
“We partnered with Henning Software over 21 years ago.
Their evolution of products continues to increase our
Efficiency, Productivity, and Growth in our business.”
Mark Erickson, President - Highland Products, Mentor, OH

Manufacturing & Accounting
Solutions Since 1990

330.650.4212
www.HenningSoftware.com

Your Job Just Got Easier!
• Fast & Efficient
Estimating/Quoting
• Visual Scheduling
• Bar Code Routers
• Real-Time Job Costing
• Integrated Quality
• Gauge Management
• Touch Screen
Scheduling Board
• Visual Books™
Integrated Accounting
or QuickBooks™
Interface
LIVE ACCESS ANYWHERE!
• iVET™ Mobile APP for
Smartphones & Tablets
• Executive Dashboard
• Information Shop
Kiosk™

Contract First Article
Inspection Service
Quality dimensional inspection performed
using coordinate measuring machines and
non-contact video equipment.

DIMENSIONAL INSPECTION LABS

(510)744-4100
WWW. D-I-L.COM.

Pneumatic Hydraulic Distributor
TOKYO KEIKI YUKEN
NACHI DAIKIN TOYO OKI
REXROTH-UCHIDA SUMITOMO.

TEL: 714-630-9111

SALES@PACIFICMACHINE.COM
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programs even if your machine lacks
the needed memory. Additionally, the
control enables your CNC to access
your USB storage key to save and load
programs easily.

With the TR-6 and 2-axis controller
all that is needed to get up and running
is a standard 120vac grounded outlet,
standard shop air pressure to operate
the fully integrated braking system, an
RS-232 port for data communication
and a spare M-code from your CNC
machine to trigger motion.

ARN Machine Tool Rebuilding INC
2-Axis Tilting Rotary
Table with Programmable
Controller
—Index Designs

CNC WEST April/May 2021

Machine Tool Repair, Service, Rebuild & Modifications
Custom Machines, Tools & Fixtures Build To Your Needs

For Details see Website www.arnrebuild.com
Tel

714-692-7647

E Mail

armtsinc@aol.com

22343 La Palma Ave #117 Yorba Linda CA 92887

Deep Set, Firmly Fixed,
Expanding Modular Studs

17-4 XYZ
XPANSION™ PINS

Designed for quick set-ups; providing
accurate location, repeatability, and
high holding forces for securing parts
on the inside diameter.

FIXTURE

Index Designs introduces their
all-new TR-6, a standalone 2-axis
tilting rotary table and programmable
controller that is manufactured in the
USA. A company spokesman reported
that this all-inclusive package will
transform your 3-axis vertical machine
into a very affordable, easy to use,
5-axis machine. The company reports
that it easily interfaces with any CNC
machine control without expensive
upgrades and complicated installation. Its portability allows you to use
a single unit on different machines
without extra cost. Its compact design
allows for operation on machines with
smaller axis clearances.
The TR-6 can be programmed to
index both the tilting (B-axis) and the
6.25” rotary platter (A-axis) to any
conceivable angle in increments as
little as .001 degrees. Both axis are
capable of accurate positioning within
5 arc-seconds of repeatability and the
pneumatic brakes provide up to 250 ft./
lbs. of holding torque to help absorb
heavy cuts.
The 2-axis controller has many
features and has 4 modes of index
control. You can choose to have the
CNC feed the controller each AB move
using standard print macros or using
internal programs with M-functions
or manual cycling. Or, it can provide
full XYZAB DNC to your CNC giving
you the ability to run very large 5-axis

FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1968, SERVING WESTERN STATES

Free Design Consults
MiteeBite.com 800-543-3580
www.CNC-West.com

WO R K H O L D I N G S P E C I A L I ST S
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Replace your
Bridgeport-type head
w/ a brand new
Trouble Free Inverter Drive
E-mill™ Head 3HP/5HP
1PH or 3PH 220/440V
Link to milling machine head & parts,
https://tinyurl.com/e-millhead
Replace milling head procedure,
https://tinyurl.com/replacehead
info@aceronline.net | CA 714-871-5558
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Bryan Crawford

1847 Elmfield Ave.
Long Beach, CA, 90815
562-597-7824 cell: 562-243-4659
becrawford@mindspring.com

Edge, FMB, Iemca,
LNS, MTA and SMW / ATS
CNC WEST April/May 2021

Insertable
Form Tool
Systems
Schwanog LLC
1301 Bowes Road, Ste. A
Elgin, IL 60123
Cell: 224.575.3197
Phone: 847.289.1055 HQ
Fax: 847.289.1056 HQ

David K. Baird
Territory Manager

david.baird@schwanog.com

www.schwanog.com

Pro Business Valuations, LLC

Business Valuation - Machinery & Equipment Appraisal - Business Sale Consulting

Grant E. Estep, MBA, ASA (MTS), MCMEA, BCA
Senior Appraiser / Principal

4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 500, Marina del Rey, CA 90292
Tel: (800) 991-6523 \ (310) 606-2699
Grant@probusinessvaluations.com - www.probusinessvaluations.com
An industrial enterprise valuation & heavy machinery appraiser
Specializing in manufacturing, machining and metal product fabrication

Doesn’t just look like a Hardinge…
it feels like a Hardinge
Call us today for your FREE, NO OBLIGATION finance proposal
and SEE HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE!

HS&S Machine Tools, Inc.
- John Servin -

www.qtfinancial.com
● New and Used Machinery Financing
● Simple one-page credit application
● Outstanding rates and terms
● Approvals within a day

Contact us for details:

408.472.2436
john@hsands.com

480.385.1220
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...Hotline Continued From Page 8
SEAKR is Developing The Artificial Brain of DARPA’s Blackjack
Satellite Network.

The Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency announced March 12 it awarded SEAKR
Engineering a $60.4 million contract to develop a data processing system for satellites
to operate autonomously.
SEAKR, based in Centennial, Colorado, was
selected by DARPA in 2019 to develop the
artificial brain of the agency’s Blackjack
satellite network. The new contract is for
work to be completed by March 2022.
DARPA began the Blackjack program in 2018
in an effort to demonstrate the use of small
satellites in low Earth orbit to provide services like communications, missile warning
and navigation. SEAKR is developing the socalled Pit Boss artificial intelligence system
that will enable the Blackjack constellation
to operate autonomously.
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DARPA Awards General Atomics
‘LongShot’ Drone Demo Contract

The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) has awarded San Diego based
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc.
“LongShot” program that aims to develop an
air-launched unmanned air vehicle (UAV) that
can fire multiple air-to-air weapons.
The contract valued $9 million awarded provides for the research, development and demonstration of the Longshot.
Earlier this month, General Atomics, Lockheed Martin, and Northrop Grumman won contracts for preliminary Phase I design work.
The objective is to develop a novel UAV that
can significantly extend engagement ranges,
increase mission effectiveness, and reduce the
risk to manned aircraft.
In later phases of the program, LongShot
will construct and fly a full-scale air-launched
demonstration system capable of controlled
flight, before, during, and after weapon ejection under operational conditions.

CNC WEST April/May 2021

WHY HURCO 5-AXIS?
FIND OUT WHY HURCO LEADS THE INDUSTRY
IN 5-AXIS TECHNOLOGIES.
At Hurco, our goal is to deliver machines equipped with control
technology that makes job shops more productive and profitable—
that’s why we made 5-sided and 5-axis a priority 15 years ago. The
switch from conventional 3-axis machining to 5-sided is the most
efficient way for our customers to instantly increase profit margins on
existing jobs—no more flipping parts and less setup time, increased
accuracy, and reduced cycle time.
It’s our job to see future possibilities and develop features that make
technological advancements easy to use—Transform Plane is our
control feature that makes the switch from 3-axis to 5-sided so easy.
With 3D Import, the transform planes are created automatically! Learn
how Hurco helps shops of all sizes make the switch to 5-sided and
5-axis at Hurco.com/5-Axis.

GET YOUR
FREE BOOK
TODAY!
The Power of FIVE

Get a FREE* copy of THE POWER of
FIVE: The Definitive Guide to 5-Axis
Machining. Scan the QR code and
enter your information.
*Quantities are limited to the first 50 registrants.

Double Column

Boring Mills

Horizontals

3-Axis Vertical

5-Axis

Double Column Bridge

Turning Centers

D & R MACHINERY

FOOTHILLS
MACHINERY

CNC SOLUTIONS

MACHINERY SALES
COMPANY

ROSCO PRECISION
MACHINERY

HURCO NORTH AMERICA

480.775.6462
AZ & Southeastern NV

303.466.3777
CO & WY

408.586.8236
Northern CA & Northern NV

626.581.9211
Southern CA

253.333.2439
WA & OR

800.634.2416
UT, ID & MT

CNC WEST April/May
2021
www.CNC-West.com
Hurco Companies, Inc. | One Technology Way | Indianapolis, IN 46268 | 800.634.2416 | info@hurco.com | HURCO.com | Machines shown with options. Information may change without notice.
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Dozens of new, innovative features!
Exclusively on TRAK Bed Mills and Lathes

Powerful easy precision & speed
Introducing the NEW

TURNPWR

®

by

Included
with the control

 3D graphic simulation
with block form
 Conversational
programming
& G-code
 Extremely
easy to use
 Accepts DXF
files
 12.1" high-resolution
display

Join ACU-RITE’s PWR
Visit our website to find out how we can help you make money!

acu-rite.com
ACU-RITE | 333 E. State Parkway, Schaumburg, IL 60173 | (847) 490-1191
Digital Readout Systems | MILLPWRG2 CNC Retrofit Packages for Knee & Bed Mill Machines | TURNPWR

What’s in your shop?

